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An equation of state, P = P(p,T), is presented for liquid and gaseous
nitrogen for temperatures from 115 R to 3500 R and pressures to 150,000 psia.
All of the Pressure-Density-Temperature (P-p-T) data available from the
published literature have been reviewed, and appropriate corrections have
been identified and applied to bring experimental temperatures into accord
with the International Practical Temperature Scale of 1968. Comparisons of
property values calculated from the equation of state to measured values
are included to illustrate the accuracy of the equation in representing
the data. The coefficients of the equation of state were determined by a
weighted least squares fit to selected published P-p-T data and, simultan-
eously, to C data determined by corresponding states analysis from oxygen
data, and toVdata which define the phase equilibrium criteria for the satu-
rated liquid and saturated vapor. The methods of weighting the various data
for simultaneous fitting are presented and discussed.
A vapor pressure equation, melting curve equation, and an equation to
represent the ideal gas heat capacity, are also presented. Comparisons
of measurements of various thermodynamic properties with values calculated
using the equation of state, and the vapor pressure equation and ideal gas
heat capacity equation, as appropriate, are included. (e.g., specific
heats, enthalpy, latent heat of vaporization, entropy of the saturated
liquid, and velocity of sound.)
The extrapolation of the equation of state to the saturated liquid line
and to the melting curve are discussed, and comparisons to the available
measurements of density at these conditions are included. Extrapolation of
the equation of state to higher and lower temperatures for the vapor is dis-
cussed.
The equation of state is estimated to be accurate to within 0.5 percent
in the liquid region, to within 0.1 percent for supercritical isotherms up to
15,000 psia, and to within 0.3 percent from 15,000 to 150,000 psia. The
vapor pressure equation is accurate to within ± 0.01 K between the triple
point and the critical point. Tables of calculated thermodynamic properties
of nitrogen are presented including values of temperature, density, internal
energy, enthalpy, entropy, specific heat at constant volume, specific heat
at constant pressure, the isotherm derivative, the isochore derivative, and
velocity-of sound along selected isobars. A table of the thermodynamic
properties of nitrogen at saturation is included. Additional tables of
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INTRODUCTION*
The Consumables Analysis Section of the Systems Management Branch at
the NASA-Manned Spacecraft Center has used the equation of state developed
by Stewart'** in three of its system computer models. The oxygen equation
of state by Stewart has also been used extensively by the NASA Computational
Fluid Dynamics Branch.2 Although the more recent thermodynamic property
tables published by the National Bureau of Standards, Cryogenics Division3
were considered to be more accurate than the values by Stewart, the thermo-
dynamic property calculation procedure used by Stewart was better suited
for computer applications in thermodynamic modeling and simulation. A com-
parison of the NBS tables and the tables published by Stewart also indicated
that the differences in these property tables could be considered negligible
in the applications for which they were used.
In the Apollo program, the equation of state and the isotherm deriva-
tive, (DP/aP)T, are the most useful functions employed in both the pre-
mission and mission support activities. However, in Skylab analyses the
vapor pressure and heat capacity values are also necessary to accurately
account for venting rates.
In addition, advanced NASA programs, including Skylab and Space Shuttle,
will employ a two gas (i.e., oxygen-nitrogen) atmosphere. It was fortui-
tous that a research group at the University of Idaho under the direction
of R.B. Stewart4 5 6 7 had been working since July, 1969, on a new formu-
lation for thermodynamic property tables for nitrogen, and was using an
equation of state for nitrogen similar to the earlier equation for oxygen
*This final report on Contract NAS 9-12078 with the NASA-Manned Space-
craft Center, Systems Management Branch, is issued in two parts, as follows:
Part I - Thermodynamic Properties of Nitrogen from 115 R to 3500 R
with Pressures to 150,000 Psia.
Part II- Thermodynamic Properties of Oxygen from 100 R to 600 R with
Pressures to 5000 Psia.
This introduction is included in both Parts I and II.
**Numerical superscripts refer to references at the end of this Intro-
duction.
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2by Stewart'. It was, therefore, considered that the continuation of the
nitrogen thermodynamic property studies at the University of Idaho, and a
review and revision of the earlier work on the properties of oxygen by
R.B. Stewart and his colleagues would be of benefit to the NASA programs.
On July 1, 1971, this study was initiated with the objectives to (1)
improve and extend the range of the equation of state for oxygen (as re-
ported by Stewartl), (2) to develop a single equation of state for both
nitrogen and oxygen, and (3) to develop computer programs incorporating
these new equations to be used in all of the NASA space programs.
During the course of the work on the contract with NASA-MSC, three
Progress Reports have been issued, as follows:
1. An Equation of State for Oxygen and Nitrogen, R.B. Stewart,
R.T. Jacobsen, and A.F. Myers, University of Idaho, Engineering
Experiment Station, Research Report, No. 13 (Oct. 1, 1971).
2. An Equation of State' for Oxygen and Nitrogen II, R.B. Stewart,
R.T. Jacobsen, and A.F. Myers, University of Idaho, Engineering
Experiment Station, Progress Report (Jan. 1, 1972).
3. Thermodynamic Properties of Oxygen and Nitrogen III, R.B. Stewart,
R.T. Jacobsen, and A.F. Myers, University of Idaho, Engineering
Experiment Station, Progress Report (April 1, 1972).
In addition, the project has benefited from the preparation of a
Ph.D. thesis,
R.T. Jacobsen, The Thermodynamic Properties of Nitrogen from 65 K to
2000 K with Pressures to 10,000 Atm., Ph.D. Thesis, Washington State
University (June 1972).
Dr. Jacobsen was employed part time on this project, but had a deeper com-
mitment to the work since it paralleled the research which was the basis
for his thesis. As a consequence, Dr. Jacobsen worked countless hours on
this study beyond his commitments to the project, and the results of his
efforts have- been incorporated as a part of this project. Copies of
Dr. Jacobsen's thesis were also distributed to the NASA Technical Monitor
and all others on the distribution list for the Quarterly Progress Reports.
The association of Dr. Jacobsen's Ph.D. research also brought Dr. Richard
W. Crain, Jr., Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering at Washington
State University, in regular contact with the authors of this report during
the course of the studies, and his interest and many suggestions are grate-
fully acknowledged.
S"~AD
3This project is a part of a series of related thermodynamic property
studies and contributions of several other studies have contributed to this
work. Many of the developments reported here were made as a part of these
related studies.
Computer programs for the calculation of the thermodynamic properties,
as given in the accompanying thermodynamic property tables, have been sup-
plied separately to the NASA Technical Monitor. These programs provide for
the calculation of property values with either pressure and temperature or
density and temperature as the input arguments.
The units usea for all equations presented here are generally the
units for which the majority of the data are published. The tables of
thermodynamic properties are in engineering units, as required by the
sponsor. The computer programs supplied separately to the NASA Technical
Monitor include conversions to calculate thermodynamic properties in
engineering units. The following conversion factors may be used for con-
versions between these two unit systems.
These values have been taken or derived from,
The International System of Units, E.A. Mechtly, National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration Report Number SP-7012 (1969).
CONVERSION. FACTORS
Temperature 1.8 R = 1 K
Pressure 14.6959 psia = 1 atm
1.01325 x 105 N/m2 = 1 atm
6.89476 x 103 N/m2 = 1 psia
Density 0.0624280 lbm/ft3 = 1 g/liter
Energy 101.3278 joules = 1 liter-atm
1054.350264488 joules = 1 Btu (thermochemical)
Mass 453.59237 gm = 1 lb






R = 8.31434 joules/g mol-K = 0.0820539 liter-atm/g mol-K
= 1545.2546 ft-lbs/lb mol-R
CRITICAL POINT VALUES
Oxygen: Nitrogen:
Tc = 154.581 K = 278.246 R T = 126.20 K = 227.16 R
Pc = 49.77 atm = 731.417 psia Pc = 33.555 atm = 493.123 psia
Pc = 13.63 mol/: = 27.227 lbm/ft3 Pc= 11.21 mol/: = 19.604 ibm/ft3
'Stewart, R.B., Thermodynamic Properties of Oxygen, Ph.D. Thesis,
University of Iowa (1966).
2NASA - Computational Fluid Dynamics Branch, Ames Research Center,
Convection in the Tanks of a Rotating Spacecraft, NASA Technical
Report, TR R-386 (June 1972).
3 Weber, L.A., Thermodynamic and Related Properties of Oxygen from the
Triple Point to 300 K at Pressures to 330 Atmospheres, NBS Report 9710
(June 20, 1968).
4Coleman, T.C., The Thermodynamic Properties of Nitrogen, Ph.D. Thesis,
Worcester Polytechnic Institute (1971).
5 Coleman, T.C. and R.B. Stewart, The Thermodynamic Properties of
Nitrogen, University of Idaho, Engineering Experiment Station, Research
Report No. 11 (Sept. 1, 1970).
6 Coleman, T.C. and R.B. Stewart, Thermodynamic Properties of Nitrogen
from 70 K to 1000 K with Pressures to 1000 Atm., paper presented to the
XIII International Congress of Refrigeration, Washington, D.C.,
(Sept. 1971).
7R.B. Stewart and R.T. Jacobsen, The Thermodynamic Properties of
Nitrogen II, University of Idaho, Engineering Experiment Station,
Research Report No. 12 (Sept. 1, 1971).
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51. THE P-p-T DATA AND VAPOR PRESSURE DATA
P-p-T Data
The sources of experimental P-p-T data that form the basis of this
work are listed in Table 1. This table summarizes the literature in
which data are reported for the liquid phase, the vapor phase, the satu-
rated liquid, and the liquid on the freezing line. Unit conversion and
temperature scale correction procedures are presented in the following
section. Figure 1 is a map of the P-p-T data used in the final formulation
of the equation of state.
Vapor Pressure Data
The literature reporting measurements of the vapor pressure of nitro-
gen is summarized in Table 2. Unit conversion and temperature scale correc-
tion procedures for these data sets are also discussed in section 2.
Critical Point Parameters
The values of pressure and temperature at the critical point of nitro-
gen were selected as 33.555 atm. and 126.20 K. These values are consistent
with the critical point measurements of White et al. [106]* and with the
vapor pressure formulation discussed in Section 4. (The critical pressure
and temperature reported in [106] are 33.54 ± 0.02 atm. and 126.26 ± 0.04
degrees Kelvin, respectively.) The critical point density was determined
as 11.21 moles/liter by the method of rectilinear diameters using values
of saturated liquid and saturated vapor densities calculated by the simul-
taneous solution of the vapor pressure equation and the equation of state
each fit to the appropriate data.
*Numbers in brackets refer to citations in the bibliography.
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SUMMARY OF P-p-T DATA FOR NITROGEN
Temperature Pressure Number ofI Range (K) Range (atm) Data Points
Vapor
Amagat [1] 273 - 473 1 - 1000 73
Amagat [2] 273 - 317 1 - 3000 80
Bartlett [3] 273 1 - 1000 9
Bartlett et al. [4] 273 - 673 1 - 1000 52
Bartlett et al. [5] 203 - 293 100 - 1000 42
Benedict [6] 90 - 273 99 - 1500 25
Benedict [7] 98 - 473 981 - 5879 124
Canfield [8] 133 - 273 2 - 300 152
Crain [9] 143 - 273 2 - 500 90
Friedman [10] 80 - 300 1 - 200 201
Hall and Canfield [11] 103, 113 2 - 9 8
Heuse and Otto [12] 273 0.04 - 0.1 8
Holborn and Otto [13] 273 - 373 20 - 99 32
Holborn and Otto [14] 273 - 673 20 - 99 66
Holborn and Otto [15] 143 - 273 20 - 99 24
Kamerlingh Onnes and van Urk [16] 124 - 293 30 - 50 143
Malbrunot and Vodar [17] 473 - 1273 1000 - 4000 63
Malbrunot' [18] 473 - 1273 800 - 5000 191
Michels et al. [19] 273 - 423 20 - 80 56
Michels et al. [20] 273 - 423 200 - 3000 147
Miller et al. [21] 294 9 - 260 10
Otto et al. [22] 298 - 423 45 - 400 63
Robertson and Babb [23] 308 - 673 1600 - 10,000 170
Saurel [24] 423 - 1073 10 - 900 87
Smith and Taylor [25] 273 - 473 34 - 319 40
Townsend [26] 298, 323 2 - 140 35
Tsiklis and Polyakov [27] 294 - 673 1500 - 10,000 69
Tsiklis [28] 323 - 423 3000 - 10,000 45
Verschoyle [29] 273 - 293 25 - 205 36
Liquid
Cockett et al. [30] 85 - 120 50 - 200 63
Gibbons [31] . 72 - 77 22 - 124 17
Golubev and Dobrovolskii [32] 78 - 133 49 - 484 59
Streett and Staveley [33] 77.3 5 - 120.23 4.32 - 680.46 107
Van Itterbeek and Verbeke [34] 65 - 90 15 - 840 67
Van Itterbeek and Verbeke [35] 77 - 90 79 - 815 13
Weber [36] 80 - 140 30 - 266 76
Saturated Liquid
Goldman et al. [37] 78 - 125 1 - 32 80
Terry et al [38] 77 - 104 1 - 10 15
Liquid on the Freezing Line
Grilly and Mills [39] 64 - 120 76 - 3441 10
12
7TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF VAPOR PRESSURE DATA
Temperature Numhber of
Source Range (K) Data Points
Armstrong [40] 66 - 77 74
Cath [41] 64 - 84 8
Crommelin [42] 81 - 125 9
Dodge and Davis [43] 78 - 94 15
Friedman and White [44] - 77 - 123 19
Giauque and Clayton [45] 54 - 63 9
Keesom and Bijl [46] 65 - 77 18
Michels et al. [47] 96 - 125 10
Moussa et al. [48] 63 - 77 31
Porter and Perry [49] 90 - 121 12
Wagner [49a] 63.152 - 126.20 75

































































































































92. PREPARATION OF DATA FOR USE IN THE LEAST SQUARES FITTING
OF THE EQUATION OF STATE AND VAPOR PRESSURE EQUATION'-
P-p-T Data
Weights for the P-p-T data for use in the least squares fit in the
calculation of the coefficients of the equation of state were determined
using root mean square (rms) deviations in pressure as defined by equation
(1) along isotherms and isochores.
ms (P calc - Pdata)/Pdata]l/2
rms = (1)
where Pcalc is the pressure calculated from the appropriate liquid or
vapor equation of state, P data is the experimental pressure, and N is the
number-of data points on the isotherm or isochore. The values of Pcalc
were determined from separate fits of the interim equation reported in [104]
to selected data in the liquid and vapor regions.
The weight applied to each data point was calculated from
WT (rms x Pdaa) (2)
Following the development of the functional form of the equation of state
(3) using P-p-T data, constant volume specific heat data and data to des-
cribe the criteria for liquid-vapor equilibrium were added to the compiled
P-p-T values and new coefficients for (3) were determined by a simultaneous
least squares fit of these related data.
Vapor Pressure Data
For the vapor pressure data, preliminary calculations indicated that
an unweighted fit to selected data produced smaller deviations in calcu-
lated temperatures from data values than a weighted fit. After a careful
investigation of weighting vapor pressure data points using uncertainties
in temperature and in pressure, equal weights of unity were assigned to all
data values used to determine the coefficients for equation (4).
15
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C and Saturation Data
-v
The weights applied to the Cv data and to the saturation data used in
fitting phase equilibrium criteria were arbitrary, and were specified to
make the effects of each of the data points compatible with P-p-T points in
the same region of temperature and pressure. The coefficients for equation
(3) given in Table 3 were determined by a simultaneous least squares fit
of P-p-T data weighted using equation (2), to calculated C
v
data weighted
by the relation, WT = 10,000/(Cv)2, and to phase equilibrium criteria
defined by saturation data weighted with the equation, WT = 100/(P + 0.01).
Temperature Scale Corrections
The data sets used in this investigation span the period of the evolu-
tion of several interim uniform temperature scales terminating with the
adoption of the International Practical Temperature Scale of 1968 (IPTS - 68)
by the Comite International des Poids et Mesures (CIPM) in October of 1968
[99]. Temperature scale corrections were applied to all experimental data
to correct all data temperatures to the IPTS - 68 scale as specified in [88],
[89], [95], [97], and [98].
16
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3. THE DETERMINATION OF THE EQUATION OF STATE
Stepwise Multiple Regression Analysis
Although a satisfactory equation of 35 terms had been developed for
nitrogen in [104], no systematic procedure had been employed to ascertain
that the best 35 terms were used or that 35 was an optimum number of terms.
To systematize the choice of terms to be used in the equation of state for
nitrogen, a computer program developed for this purpose by G. L. Rose [103]
was utilized to analyze a comprehensive equation of state with 50 terms
that previous experience had indicated might produce an equation appro-
priate to describe the P-p-T surface. This analysis was designed to deter-
mine the relative significance of these selected 50 terms.
The technique of stepwise multiple regression was utilized to fit
selected P-p-T data for nitrogen. The first term for the equation was
selected as one which had the highest correlation coefficient for the data
used. The second term was chosen from among the remaining terms to provide
the highest correlation coefficient for two terms including the first term
as selected above. This procedure was continued until all 50 terms with
undetermined coefficients had been utilized in the final fit.
The fitting process was then repeated with 45 terms by deleting the
five terms which had the lowest F-statistics of the group of 50, and repeated
again with 43 terms after the deletion of two more terms with the least sig-
nificant F-values. To eliminate further terms which had small or negligible
contributions to the fit, the analysis of the F-statistics of the coefficients
was continued by deleting one term with each successive fit. This pro-
cedure was continued until an equation was obtained with only one term with
an F-statistic below the value for significance at the one percent level.
This resulted in equation (3), which, when fit to the P-p-T data for the
entire range of available measurements, had 31 coefficients with F-values
above the level for significance.
!1 ., 17I
The 32 coefficient equation fit to the P-p-T data alone provided an
acceptable representation of the P-p-T surface, but further refinements in
the values of coefficients N1 through N32 were subsequently made for im-
proving the calculation of derived properties, particularly of specific
heats in the liquid range and at temperatures near the critical value.
Simultaneous Fitting
To incorporate related thermodynamic data with the P-p-T data in a
single determination of the equation of state, procedures were developed
for including values of Cv, and the criteria for phase equilibrium between
saturated liquid and saturated vapor points in a simultaneous least squares
fitting technique. The procedures for including the conditions of phase
equilibrium with the method of least squares are described in [90]. The
method used allows integration of functions for property calculation along
hypothetical isotherms through the two-phase region. This is accomplished
by satisfying thermodynamic relations for two-phase equilibrium of a pure
substance. In the least squares formulation incorporating P-p-T data, heat
capacity data, and these equilibrium conditions, the sums of squares of the
weighted residuals of the following functions are minimized simultaneously.
FUNCTIONS FOR SIMULTANEOUS FITTING
P = ENiPi(p,T) + pRT
Cv = zN.C.(p,T) + C
v
N iPi(PSL' TS) ' ENiPi(PSV, TS) = (PSV -PSL)RTS
ENG = P.s 1 -) + RT In (PSL)
1i S PSL - PPSV
Note: P, p, T, and Cvare respectively the pressure, density, tempera-
ture, and constant volume heat capacity of data points used in the fit, PS,
TS' PSL' PSV' are the saturation pressure, saturation temperature, density
of the saturated liquid, and density of the saturated vapor,respectively,
the Pi are the individual terms of the equation of state,
18
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T i2P (PT)the C.(p,T) are given by C.(p,T) = P2 [ T dp,
RT 2
=IPS (P,Ts RT
the G. are given by G. = jPSV - 2 "S dp,
1 P P
PSL
and the N. are the coefficients of the equation of state to be determined.
The equation for Cv for oxygen from Goodwin and Weber [96] was used
with the principle of corresponding states for estimating values of Cv for
nitrogen using the calculation procedure suggested in [94]. The Cv data
were used in simultaneous fitting primarily to give an equation which
exhibited proper behavior of the first and second derivatives as evidenced
by the behavior of calculated derived properties using these derivitives.
Saturated liquid and saturated vapor densities were required in the
formulation of the phase equilibrium criteria. These were calculated from
the simultaneous solution of the vapor pressure equation and the interim
equation of state both from [104] on intervals of 0.25 degree K between
the triple point and the critical point, and two equations of state deter-
mined by separate fits to the liquid and vapor regions alone.
The final coefficients for the equation of state were determined by a
weighted least squares fit using the criteria outlined above, and con-
strained to the critical point data given below using a procedure suggested
by McCarty [100].
CONSTRAINTS IMPOSED ON THE EQUATION OF STATE
Constraint Numerical Value
Pressure at the critical point . . . . . . . . . . . . P = 33.555 atm
Density at the critical point. . . . . . . . . . . = 11.21 moles/liter
Temperature at the critical point . . . . . . . . . . Tc = 126.20 K
Isotherm derivative at the critical point . . . . .. (P/)
T
= 0
Second derivative of pressure with respect
to density at the critical point . . . . . (2P/2p)
T
= 0
The coefficients for the constrained equation of state (3) deter-
mined as discussed above are presented in Table 3.
19
P = pRT + p2(N1 T + N2T1 2 + N3 + N4/T + N5/T2)
+ p3 (N6T + N7 + N8 /T + Ng/T2)
+ p4(NloT + Nl + N1 2/T) + p5 (N13)
+ p6 (N 1 4 %/T + N15 /T 2 ) + p 7 (N 1 6 /T)
+ p 8 (Nl 7 /T + N1 8 /T 2 ) + p 9 (N 1 9 /T 2 )
+ p3(N2o/T2 + N21/T3) exp (_yp2)
+ p5(N22/T2 + N23/T4) exp (_yp2)
+ p7(N2 4/T2 + N25/T3) exp (_yp2)
+ p9(N2 6/T2 + N2 7/T4) exp (_yp2)
+ pl'(N2 8/T2 + N2 9/T3) exp (-yp2 )
+ p'3 (N30 /T2 + N3 1 /T3 + N 32/T4 ) exp (_yp2 ) (3)
TABLE 3
COEFFICIENTS FOR THE EQUATION OF STATE (3) FOR NITROGEN*
Coefficient Numerical Value Coefficient Numerical Value
N1 0.136224769272827 x 10-2 N1 7 -0.111614119537424 x 10-5
N2 0.107032469908591 N18 0.368796562233495 x 10
-
3
N3 -0.243900721871413 x 10 ' N1 9 -0.201317691347729 x 10-5
N4 0.341007449376470 x 10 2 N20 -0.169717444755949 x 10 5
Ns -0.422374309466167 x 10 4 N2 1 -0.119719240044192 x 10 6
N6 0.105098600246494 x 10-3 N22 -0.975218272038281 x 10 2
N7 -0.112594826522081 x 10- 1 N23 0.554639713151823 x 10 5
N8 0.142600789270907 x 10- 3 N2 4 -0.179920450443470
Ng 0.184698501609007 x 10 5 N25 -0.256582926077184 x 10 1
Nlo 0.811140082588776 x 10-7 N2 6 -0.413707715090789 x 10- 3
N1l 0.233011645038006 x 10-2 N27 -0.256245415300293
N12 -0.507752586350986 N2 8 -0.124222373740063 x 10-6
N13 0.485027881931214 x 10 - 4 N2 9 0.103556535840165 x 10
- 4
N1 4 -0.113656764115364 x 10- 2 N30 -0.538699166558303 x 10-9
N15 -0.707430273540575 N3 1 -0.757415412839596 x 10-8
N16 0.751706648852680 x 10- 4 N32 0.585367172069521 x 10- 7
Y = 0.0056; R = 0.0820539 liter-atm/mole-K
*Coefficients are for temperature in degrees Kelvin, pressure in




4. THE VAPOR PRESSURE EQUATION
The literature reporting measurements of the vapor pressure of
nitrogen is summarized in Table 2. A preliminary study of the vapor
pressure data, and a preliminary vapor pressure equation were reported
in [93]. Following the development of the equation for the vapor pressure
of oxygen using calorimetric as well as vapor pressure measurements [102],
a new vapor pressure equation was developed for nitrogen. This equation
is the result of a least squares fit to the nitrogen data of Armstrong [40],
and Weber [36]. These data were used since they cover the range from the
triple point to the critical point, have a high precision, and appear to
be the most accurate measurements available. The form of the vapor pres-
sure equation used in this work is
ln(P) = N1 /T + N2 + N3T + N4(Tc - T)1-9 5 + N5T3 + N6T4
+ N7T5 + N8T 6 + N9 ln(T) (4)
where Tc = 126.20 K, the critical point temperature, T is the saturation
temperature, and P is the vapor pressure. The coefficients for this equa-
tion for temperature in degrees Kelvin and pressure in atmospheres are given
in Table 4 
The new vapor pressure measurements by Wagner [49a] were brought to the
attention of the authors following the completion of the vapor pressure
equation. A comparison of the vapor pressure equation (4) with the selected
data sets used in determining the coefficients is given in Figure 2. The
data by Wagner [49a] are also compared to equation (4) in Figure 2, and indi-
cate these new data to be concordant with the other vapor pressure data.
The equation has been constrained to the critical point temperature of
126.20 K, the critical pressure of 33.555 atmospheres, and the slope dP/dT
of 1.6569 atm/K consistent with the value of (aP/aT)p at the critical point
from the constrained equation of state (3).
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TABLE 4
COEFFICIENTS FOR NITROGEN VAPOR PRESSURE EQUATION (4)*
Coefficient Numerical Value Coefficient Numerical Value
N1 0.8394409444 x 10 4 N6 -0.5944544662 x 10-5
N2 -0.1890045259 x 10 4 N7 0.2715433932 x 10- 7
N3 -0.7282229165 x 10 1 N8 -0.4879535904 x 10-10
N4 0.1022850966 x 10-'1 Ng 0.5095360824 x 10 3
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Figure 2. Deviations of Nitrogen Vapor Pressure Equation (4) from Selected Vapor
Pressure Data; o Armstrong [40]; o Wagner [49a]; 0 Weber [36].
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5. COMPARISONS OF P-p-T DATA TO THE EQUATION OF STATE
Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 illustrate the accuracy of the equation of
state (3) in representing the P-p-T data selected for the determination of
the coefficients for the equation of state. The basis for data selection
among the values reported by the several experimenters were concordance of
date in the same region of the P-p-T surface, and the relative agreement
with trends established by reliable data defining adjacent regions. The
P-p-T data sets utilized in the calculation of the coefficients in Table 3
consisted of 1247 weighted data points from [8], [9], [10], [14], [19],
[20], [22], [23], [24], [30], [31],'[32], and [36]. Comparisons were also
made of data not used in determining the equation of state to confirm the
data selections which were in part, made from comparisons to an interim
equation of state.
Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 are comparisons of the percent density deviation
'[(Pexp Pcalc)/Pexp] x 100, along approximate isotherms for data used in
the determination of the coefficients in Table 3. The quantity Pexp repre-
sents the observed density reported by the experimenter at a particular
temperature and pressure, and Pcalc is the density calculated from equation
(3) for each experimental temperature and pressure. In addition to the data
illustrated in these figures, the density deviations for some data points
exceeded the percent density deviation scales used in figures 3, 4, 5, or 6.
Table 5 is a listing of these data including the density deviation of each
point.
The equation of state generally shows agreement with P-p-T data within
the experimental uncertainty of the measured values, except in the vicinity
of the critical point, in the low temperature liquid region, and in the high
pressure supercritical region. The data in these regions are discussed
below.. Table 6 lists the root mean square deviations in pressure and in
density for the various P-p-T data sets. The following discussions apply to
the data illustrated in Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6, and to that listed in Table 5.
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P-p-T DATA WITH DENSITY DEVIATIONS IN EXCESS
OF THE SCALE USED IN FIGURES 3, 4, 5, or 6.
Figure Temp (K) Pressure (atm) Density Deviation (%) Reference
3 110.02 8.91 - 1.24 [10]
3 120.01 4.84 -51.22 [10]
3 125.21 31.67 - 1.37 [10]
3 125.73 32.12 - 1.99 [10]
3 125.73 32.77 - 5.54 [10]
3 125.73 31.66 - 1.43 [10]
3 125.73 31.21 - 1.93 [10]
3 126.17 33.17 - 1.43 [10]
3 126.17 33.08 - 1.27 [10]
3 126.17 33.46 - 1.09 [10]
3 126.17 33.51 - 1.18 [10]
4 103.16 194.60 - 0.63 [32]
4 119.99 25.00 - 0.61 [30]
4 119.99 75.00 0.69 [30]
5 133.14 45.79 0.97 [ 8]
133.14 40.74 - 1.11 [ 8]
5 133.14 39.56 - 0.89 [ 8]
5 133.14 97.80 0.71 [32]
5 133.14 485.00 - 0.33 [32]
5 143.14 66.67 0.41 [ 9]
5 143.14 51.07 - 0.31 [ 9]
5 150.63 91.35 - 0.32 [10]
5 273.15 277.19 - 0.21 [ 8]
5 273.15 415.03 0.29 [ 8]
5 273.15 230.43 - 0.20 [ 8]
5 273.15 199.61 - 0.25 [10]
5 299.97 111.78 - 0.34 [10]
5 299.97 200.37 - 0.44 [10]
5 398.15 2766.00 - 0.26 [20]
5 423.17 2437.94 - 0.25 [20]
5 423.17 2960.95 - 0.36 [20]
5 473.19 200.00 - 0.27 [24]
5 673.45 3466.07 - 0.28 [23]
5 673.45 3003.21 0.23 [23]
5 673.45 2797.93 0.29 [23]
5 1073.82 800.00 - 0.28 [24]
5 1073.82 700.00 - 0.21 [24]
6 132.00 41.34 - 1.15 [36]
6 130.00 38.74 - 1.59 [36]
6 128.00 36.03 - 2.39 [36]
6 128.00 36.51 1.15 [36]




ROOT MEAN SQUARE DEVIATIONS IN DENSITY;
AND PRESSURE OF P-p-T DATA FROM
THE EQUATION OF STATE
RMS Deviation RMS Deviation
Source in Density in Pressure
(percent) (percent)
Data used in the Determination of the Equation of State
Canfield [8] 0.166 0.225
Cockett et al. [30] 0.260 7.077
Crain [9] 0.077 0.114
Friedman [10] 0.552 0.166
Golubev and Dobrovolskii [32] 0.352 5.522
Gibbons [31] 0.161 7.901
Holborn and Otto [14] 0.066 0.068
Michels et al. [19] 0.015 0.016
Michels et al. [20] 0.053 0.149
Otto et al. [22] 0.011 0.012
Robertson and Babb [23] 0.077 0.224
Saurel [24] 0.074 0.093
Weber [36] 0.496 0.813
Data not used in the Determination of the Equation of State
Amagat [1] 0.298 0.499
Amagat [2] 0.136 0.402
Bartlett et al. [4] 0.316 0.478
Bartlett et al. [5] 0.152 0.421
Benedict [6] 1.110 3.505
Benedict [7] 0.279 1.786
Hall and Canfield [11] 0.421 0.361
Heuse and Otto [12] 0.009 0.009
Holborn and Otto [13] 0.082 0.084
Holborn and Otto [15] 0.681 0.551
Malbrunot [18] 1.590 2.327
Malbrunbt and Vodar [17] 3.570 4.521
Miller et al. [21] 0.264 0.303
Kamerlingh Onnes and van Urk [16] 6.105 0.333
Streett and Staveley [33] 0.377 26.805
Tsiilis [28] 0.483 1.423
Tsiklis and Polyakov [271 0.580 2.393
Van Itterbeek and Verbeke [34], [35] 0.372 19.604
Verschoyle [29] 0.129 0.139
31
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Data Near the Critical Point
The data of Friedman [10] (Figure 3) for temperatures above 125 K,
and Weber [36] (Figure 6), for a density of 11.2 moles/liter illustrate the
imprecision of the data in the region of the critical point between tempera-
tures of 120 K and 130 K. This is a difficult region for precise experi-
mental measurements, and a difficult region for fitting the equation of state.
Systematic deviations between the equation and the data appear to be present
for isotherms above the critical temperature at 133.1 K and 143.1 K in the
data of Canfield [8] (Figure 5) and that of Crain [9] at 143.1 K (Figure 5).
With the exception of these systematic deviations the equation of state
appears to fit the data within the experimental uncertainty of the measure-
ments in this region.
Low Temperature Liquid Data
The data of Cockett et al [30] for the low temperature liquid are
shown in Figure 4. The deviations are negative at temperatures below 105 K,
and are positive at 110 K and above with the exception of two values at 120 K
(Table 5). The deviations for isotherms between 85 K and 115 K are all with-
in ± 0.5 percent.
The liquid data of Golubev and Dobrovolskii [32] are illustrated in
Figure 4, and a supercritical isotherm at 133.1 in Figure 5. The data at
77.3 K and 78.1 K in Figure 4 illustrate an apparent systematic trend with
deviations up to 0.5 percent at pressures above 400 atmospheres. Systematic
deviations are also evident in Figure 4 for temperatures between 98.2 K and
133.1 K, where at pressures below 100 atmospheres the deviations reach about
+ 0.7 percent, and at pressures in excess of 400 atmospheres the differences
are as large as - 0.5 percent.
The data of Gibbons [31] are illustrated in Figure 4. These data appear
consistent with the equation of state for the two isotherms at 72.3 K and
77.9 K.
The density deviations of the equation of state from the data of
Weber [36] are illustrated on several isotherms in Figure 4 to facilitate
comparison to other liquid data. All of Weber's data are compared with
equation (3) in Figure 6 for approximate isochoric values between 9 and
28 moles/liter. (At 9.47 moles/liter the state is vapor, while all other
3z
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isochores are for liquid values.) These data exhibit geineral agreement with
the equation of state, although the isochoric plots indicate a systematic
deviation with a maximum discrepancy of -2.4 percent for the 9.47 moles/
liter vapor isochore and systematic trends are evident/for the 11.2 and
16.0 moles/liter isochores. The data of [36] appear to be more precise
than the other liquid data available for nitrogen.
High Pressure Data
The equation of state fits the data of Saurel [24] (shown in Figure 5
-for several isotherms from 423.2 K to 1073.6 K), and that of Robertson and
Babb [23] (illustrated in Figure 5 for several isotherms from 308.1 K to
673.1 K) which were judged to be most accurate and thus used to define this
region. The data of [17], [18], [27], and [28] exhibit large systematic




6. EXTRAPOLATION OF THE EQUATION OF STATE
The P-p-T data for the saturated liquid and the freezing line were
excluded in the determination of the coefficients of the equation of state
(3). Extrapolations of the equation of state to the saturated liquid line
have been made and are compared with the experimental data available for
these conditions in Figure 7. The P-p-T values calculated for these com-
parisons were determined using the vapor pressure equation (4) to calculate
the pressure corresponding to the data temperature.
Extrapolation of the equation of state to the melting curve was made
with pressures on the melting curve determined from the Simon melting curve
equation (5) as reported by Grilly and Mills [39] with appropriate tempera-
ture corrections.
P = a + bTc (5)
where a = 1579.08, b = 0.926302, and c = 1.795, with pressures in atmospheres
and temperatures in degrees K. Densities at the melting curve calculated
from the equation of state are compared with the measured values of Grilly
and Mills [39] in Figure 8.
In addition to the extrapolation of the equation of state in the liq-
uid range it is also desirable to extrapolate the vapor data to higher and
lower temperatures. At both high and low temperatures, the dominant terms
in the equation of state are pRT + p2(NjT + N2T1/ 2 + N3 + N4/T + N5/T2).
With equation (3) expanded as a power series (i.e., a virial equation), the
second virial coefficient becomes,
B(T) = (N1T + N2T1/2 + N3 + N4/T + Ns/T2)RT, (6)
where the Ni are the coefficients from Table 3, and T is the temperature in




The contribution for the ideal gas and second virial terms taken from
equation (3) is as follows:
Percent P = (P/Peqn) x 100 (7)
where P is the contribution to the calculated pressure attributed to the sum
of the ideal gas and, second virial term [P = pRT + B(T)p2/RT] and Peqn
is the pressure calculated from equation (3) at the specified temperature T,
and density p. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate Percent P as the contribution of
these terms. Figure 11 is a similar comparison showing the percentage con-
tribution of the ideal gas term alone for the low temperature vapor. The
contribution here is determined from equation (7) with P = RT.
Examination of Figures 9, 10, and 11 indicates that the extrapolation
of the equation of state for the vapor at high and low temperatures is reason-
able, and for higher temperatures is limited by the accuracy of the second
virial coefficient as predicted by equation (6). Figure 12 is a comparison
of values from equation (6) with the experimental virial coefficients from
the references cited. The accuracy of the second virial coefficient from
equation (3), as illustrated in Figure 12, indicates that the extrapolation
of the equation of state from 1000 K to 2000 K for pressures to 300 atmo-
spheres is reasonable. Figure 11 indicates that equation (3) may also be
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Figure 12.--Comparison of Second Virial Coefficient from

































7. THE IDEAL GAS HEAT CAPACITY
The values for ideal gas heat capacity used in the calculation of the
thermodynamic property tables are from [84] and [85]. These values appear to
be the most accurate to date.
The equation suggested by Barieau [86], and Barieau and Tully [87],
has been fitted to the data from [84]. This equation is
C0/R = N1/T3 + N2/T2 + N3/T + N4 + NsT + N6T2 + N7T3p
+ Nau2eu/(eu - 1)2 (8)
where Cp is the ideal gas heat capacity, T the temperature, and u = Ng/T.p
The coefficients for equation (8) with values of T in degrees Kelvin are
given in Table 7.
TABLE 7
COEFFICIENTS FOR THE IDEAL
FOR
GAS HEAT CAPACITY EQUATION (8)
NITROGEN
Coefficients Numerical Value Coefficients Numerical Value
N1 -0.7352104012 x 10 3 N6 0.1746508498 x 10-7
N2 0.3422399804 x 10 2 N7 -0.3568920335 x 10-11
N3 -0.5576482846 N8 0.1005387228 x 10 1
N4 0.3504042283 x 10 1 N9 3353.4061
Ns -0.1733901851 x 10-4
Table 8 is a listing of
a function of temperature as
the ideal gas heat capacity values (C0 /R) as
p
reported in [84]. A comparison between these
39
34
values from [84] and values calculated from equation (8) indicates exact
agreement within the number of figures reported, except above 1200 K. Above
1200 K the differences between the values from equation (8) and from [84]
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Temperature Co Temperature Co/R
(K) p/R (K) p
850.0 3.8139 1250.0: 4.0724
860.0 3.8217 1300.0 4.0966
870.0 3.8295 1350.0 4.1192
880.0 3.8372 1400.0 4.1404
890.0 3.8448 1450.0 4.1601
900.0 3.8524 1500.0 4.1786
910.0 3.8599 1550.0 4.1959
920.0 3.8674 1600.0 4.2120
930.0 3.8748 1650.0 4.2271
940.0 3.8821 1700.0 4.2413
950.0 3.8894 1750.0 4.2546
960.0 3.8966 1800.0 4.2671
970.0 3.9037 1850.0 4.2789
980.0 3.9107 1900.0 4.2899








8. DERIVED THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
The values of entropy, enthalpy, internal energy, the isotherm deriva-
tive, the isochore derivative, Cv, Cp, and the velocity of sound at various
state points are calculated from the equation of state (3), and the ideal
gas heat capacity equation (8). The vapor pressure equation (4) and the
Simon melting curve equation (5) were used to identify the temperature of
the phase changes from vapor to liquid, and solid to vapor, respectively,
for each isobar. The integral representations for the properties are con-
tinuously integrated through the two-phase region to calculate properties
in the liquid range. This is made possible by the fitting procedures em-
ployed in the development of the equation of state as described in Section
3 in which the conditions for two-phase equilibrium were included in the
least squares determination of the coefficients for the equation of state
(3). The thermodynamic formulations for the calculation of the thermo-
dynamic property tables were taken from [93]. These relations are summa-
rized in the following paragraphs. Functions for the integrals and deriv-
atives of the equation of state required to perform these calculations
are given in Appendix A.
The entropy of any thermodynamic state was calculated from
S(T,p) = S + IT (CP/T)dT - Rln(RTp) + f[[R/P - (l/p2)(3P/aT)p]T dp (9)
The ideal gas specific heat, Cp, is from equation (8). The reference
entropy of the ideal gas at T
o
= 298.15 K and Po = 1 atmosphere, ST =
191.502 ± 0.025 joules/mol-K is taken from [92]. 0
43
38
The enthalpy of any state may be calculated from
H(Tp) = Ho + T fp[(P/Tp2) - (l/p2 )(aP/aT)p]T dp
+ (P - pRT)/p + I C dT. (10)
0o
However, it is convenient to replace the first integral term in (10) as
follows:
T 0[(P/TP2) - (1/p2)(aP/IT)p]T dp
T f[(R/p) - (1/p2 )(aP/aT)p] dp
+ o[(P/p2 ) - (RT/p)]T dp (11)
By substitution of the identity of (11) in equation (10), the expression for
enthalpy is given as
H(T,p) = Ho + T J[(R/p) - (l/p2 )(aP/aT)p] T dp
+ I[(p/p2) - (RT/p)]T dp + (P - pRT)/p
T c
+ C dT. (12)
The reference enthalpy of the ideal gas at To = 298.15 K of H 8669The reference enthalpy of the ideal gas at To = 298.15 K of HT = 8669
+ 3 joules/mole was taken from the value of (H° - Ho) in [92] °with H = 0.0.
0 0
The internal energy of a fluid state was calculated from
U(T,p) = H(T,p) - P/p. (13)
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The specific heat at constant volume, Cv , of liquid and gas phase points
was calculated using the relation
Cv(T,p) = (CP - R) - fP (T/p2)[(a2 P/aT2)P] T dp (14)
where Co at temperature, T, is calculated from equation (8). The specific
p
heat at constant pressure, Cp, is given by
Cp(T,p) = Cv(T,p) + [(T/p2 )(aP/aT)p/(aP/ ap)T/ (15)
It is notable that the calculation of properties from the equation
developed in this work is considerably simplified from the prior methods
of [93] by the continuous integration along isotherms through the
two phase region due to the imposing of the requirements for phase equilib-
brium in the determination of the equation of state as suggested in [90].
Difference between values of the thermodynamic properties for the liquid for
values calculated by continuous integration along isotherms through the
vapor-liquid phase change, and calculated by use of the Clapeyron equation
for the phase change are given in Table 9. The differences in liquid prop-
erties indicated in Table 9 are generally within the uncertainty of the
property values.
A sample table of thermodynamic properties of nitrogen illustrating the
results of the property calculations outlined above is included in this re-





COMPARISON BETWEEN LIQUID THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTY VALUES
CALCULATED BY CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION ALONG ISOTHERMS
AND THE CLAPEYRON EQUATION FOR THE VAPOR-LIQUID PHASE CHANGE
(Subscript c refers to Clapeyron Calculation, b to Continuous Integration)
Temp Hc - Hb Sc - Sb C - C W - Wb
c C c
(K) (J/mol) (J/mol-K) (J/mol-K) (m/sec)
65 + 1 .08 -4.45 52
70 -12 -.08 - .71 5
75 -13 -.11 - .29 2
80 -15 -.14 - .66 5
85 -19 -.18 - .59 4
90 -21 -.20 - .05 0
100 -18 -.16 + .39 -2
110 -16 -.15 + .55 -3
120 +14 +.11 +4.94 -26
126.20 0 0 0 0
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'9. COMPARISONS OF THE EQUATION OF STATE WITH
RELATED THERMODYNAMIC DATA
Experimental measurements of properties of nitrogen in addition to the
P-p-T data are available for comparison to values calculated using the equa- -
tion of state developed in this work. Comparisons between measured and cal-
culated values of the heat capacities,latent heats of vaporization, enthalpies,
and sonic velocities are reported here. The thermodynamic property formula-
tions used in the calculation of various properties from the equation of
state are presented in the preceding section.
Calculated Heat Capacity Values
Values of Cp and Cv for nitrogen calculated by integration along iso-
therms using equation (3) with coefficients from Table 3 are illustrated in
Figures 13 and 14 for isobars of 1, 10, 50, 100, and 400 atmospheres. The
behavior of the calculated values of C
v
below 75 K as indicated in Figure 14
is questionable.
Comparisons of the Specific Heat Data
Comparisons of isobaric heat capacity values, Cp, calculated from the
equation of state (3) and the ideal gas heat capacity equation (8) to mea-
sured values from [54] and [55] are given in Table 10. The data reported by
[53] also includes the values from [51] and [55]. The isobaric heat capac-
ities, Cp, listed in Table 10 from [54] and [55] agree with the values calcu-
lated from the equation of state generally within 0.6 percent, except for
five values of Mage et al [55] in the region of the critical point where
the calculated Cp values reflects the imprecision of the experimental data
and the fitting problems in the critical region.
Comparisions of isochoric heat capacity values, Cv, calculated from the
equation of state (3) and the ideal gas heat capacity equation (8) to measured
values along the critical isochore published by Vornel et al [56] are also
given in Table 10. (The value of the critical density determined in this
work is 11.21 moles/liter while that of [56] is 11.1 moles/liter.) The
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calculated values of Cv do not exhibit the large increase in value near the
critical point that is evident in the data of [56], and no attempt was made
to introduce this behavior into the equation of state. Although experiments
have shown that C
v
does behave in the manner indicated by [56], the few
measurements of the properties of nitrogen near the critical point now
available are insufficient to provide for the correct characteristics of
second derivatives of an equation of state determined by a least squares fit.
Much of the data reported in [56] are for temperatures below 126.20 K
(i.e., for the two phase fluid). These two-phase data points are not in-
cluded in the comparison in Table 10.
Comparisons of Latent Heat Data
Furukawa and McCoskey [52] have published measured latent heats of
vaporization at low temperatures (67 K - 78 K), and Jones [53] has pre-
sented five measurements of the latent heat of vaporization for the range from
119 K to 124 K. The comparisons of calculated values from equations (3), (4),
and (8) to these measured values are given in Table 11.
Comparison of Experimental Enthalpy Values
Wiener [57] has reported measurements of the enthalpy of nitrogen made
prior to measuring hydrocarbon enthalpy values. A comparison of the measured
enthalpy values by Wiener to values calculated from the equation of state
(3) is presented in Table 12. The values of [57] have been adjusted to the
ideal gas reference enthalpy of 8669 joules/mole at 298.15 K from the pub-
lished datum of 0.0 Btu/lbm at 75 F and 14.7 psia. Wiener has estimated the
accuracy of the measured values of [57] as ± 130 joules/mole. The calcu-
lated values of enthalpy at the experimental temperature and pressure are
well within this uncertainty with the exception of two points which are in-
dicated in [57] to be in doubt.
Comparisons of the Entropy of the Saturated Liquid
The vapor pressure equation (4) was tested using calculations employing
the saturated liquid heat capacity data of Clusius [50] and Weibe and
Brevoort [58]. The results are summarized in Table 13 which compares values
of saturated liquid entropy Sc' and So. Sc' was calculated using the
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datum value for entropy of the ideal gas at 298.15 K, the equation of state,
(3), the ideal gas heat capacity equation (8), and the vapor pressure equa-
tion (4) for values of the slope (dP/dT) as required by the Clapeyron equa-
tion. S " was determined by the calculation of differences in the satu-
rated liquid entropy along the saturated liquid line, from an equation for
saturated liquid heat capacity data determined by a least squares fit to the
data reported in [50] and [58]. The datum state in the calculation of S.'"
was the value of the saturated liquid entropy Sc'' at 100 K.
Comparison of Selected Velocity of Sound Data
The velocity of sound data from references [62] through [83] have been
reviewed, and the data from [73], [74], [75], and [83] have been selected
for comparison in Table 14 with sonic velocities calculated from the equa-
tion of state. The values given in Table 14 include data for the liquid,
the vapor to high pressures, and values for the saturated liquid and the
saturated vapor. A large proportion of the data not included in these com-
parisons is for pressures of 1 atmosphere or less.
The calculated values of the velocity of sound for the vapor phase
including the saturated vapor and the high pressure region above the critical
temperature are generally within 1 percent of the measured values. How-
ever, deviations for the calculated sonic velocities in the low temperature
liquid region are as large as 12 percent, while the saturated'liquid values
indicate differences of nearly 30 percent at pressures below 0.5 atmo-


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































COMPARISONS OF HEAT CAPACITY MEASUREMENTS WITH VALUES CALCULATED FROM THE EQUATION OF STATE (3)
AND THE IDEAL GAS HEAT CAPACITY EQUATION (8)
Cp data of Krase and Mackey [54] Cp data of Mage et al 55] data of Voronel [56]
Temp Press Cp[54] ACp* Temp Range Press Cp[55] ACp** Temp Cv[56] Calc
(K) (atm) (J/mol-K) (J/mol-K) (K) (atm) (J/mol-K) (J/mol-K) (K) (J/mol-K) (J/mol-K)
268.3 - 279.6 10.0 29.58
222.7 - 233.9 10.0 29.87
194.3 - 205.0 10.0 30.23
166.6 - 177.7 10.0 31.02
267.7 - 279.0 20.0 30.19
222.7 - 233.9 20.0 30.85
194.3 - 205.3 20.0 31.62
166.6 - 177.6 20.0 33.53
116.5 - 119.2 27.2 94.76
122.5 - 124.7 33.6 166.32
122.5.- 125.6 33.6 265.07
122.5 - 125.7 33.6 496.48
122.5 - 128.0 33.6 409.22
122.5 - 153.0 33.6 128.31
267.8 - 279.0 40.0 31.35
222.7 - 234.0 40.0 32.86
194.3 - 205.3 40.0 34.98
166.6 - 177.7 40.0 39.85
119.3 - 125.1 40.0 96.50
267.8 - 279.2 80.0 33.67
222.8 - 234.1 80.0 37.19
194.3 - 205.3 80.0 42.32
166.6 - 177,.7 80.0 57.19
119.3 - 125.0 80.0 66.63
267.8 - 279.0 136.1 36.48
222.9 - 234.2 136.1 41.78
194.3 - 205.4 136.1 49.36
166.6 - 177.6 136.1 61.38
146.0 - 148.0 136.1 64.90
146.0 - 150.3 136.1 65.17
146.0 - 154.6 136.1 65.58
146.0 - 156.4 136.1 65.51
126.9 - 129.1 136.1 59.82
126.9 - 131.3 136.1 60.23
126.9 - 135.4 136.1 60.85





































* p = Cp55] - Cpcal









































































































































































































































































COMPARISON OF LATENT HEATS OF EVAPORATION FROM
[52] AND [53] WITH VALUES CALCULATED
FROM EQUATIONS (3), (4), and (8).
Comparison to Data of Furukawa and McCoskey [52]
Temperature Pressure Latent Heat [52] L[52]- Lcalc
(K) (atm) (joules/mole) L[52] x 100
(percent)
67.96 0.28 5901.6 0.29
67.96 0.28 5899.0 0.24
73.09 0.59 5739.1 0.40
73.09 0.59 5732.1 0.28
78.02 1.08 5579.4 0.70
78.01 1.08 5563.1 0.41
Comparison to Data of Jones [53]
Temperature 1 e r L[53 L
Temperature i Pressure Latent Heat [53] [53] calc
(K) (atm) (joules/mole) L[53] x 100
(percent)
I
119.20 23.80 2702.3 -1.10
119.16 23.80 2678.2 -2.04
119.19 1 27.18 2220.4 -2.33
121.89 ! 30.61 1681.3 0.56




COMPARISON OF ENTHALPY DATA BY WEINER [57] WITH VALUES
CALCULATED FROM THE EQUATION OF STATE ( 3) AND THE
IDEAL GAS HEAT CAPACITY EQUATION ( 8)
Temperature Pressure H[57] H[57] - Hcalc
(K) I (atm) (joules/mole) (joules/mole)
138.71 67.37 621 -248
142.59 52.06 1988 -1 07
142.04 29.26 3551 323
145.93 28.58 3421 - 10
143.15 21.78 3551 8
142.04 17.69 3616 - 16
158.71 28.92 3877 - 69
159.26 28.58 4072 96
199.82 51.72 5049 - 22
202.04 28.99 1 5505 33
207.59 65.32 5179 - 1
310.93 34.02 8826 - 24
322.59 j 27.90 9151 -85
359.26 40.83 10258 -33
421.48 47.63 12146 i -10
422.04 40.83 12146 - 41




COMPARISON OF SATURATED LIQUID ENTROPY CALCULATED FROI.
(1) EQUATION OF STATE AND IDEAL GAS HEAT CAPACITY
EQUATION, AND (2) SATURATED LIQUID HEAT
CAPACITY DATA OF CLUSIUS [50] AND
WIEBE AND BREVOORT [58]
Temperature Pressure (1) Sc (2) S0
(K) (a m) (j oules/oole-K) (joules/mol e-K)
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
70 0.38 73.80 73.68
71 0.44 74.61 74.49
72 0.51 75.41 75.28
73 0.58 76.20 76.07
74 0.66 76.98 76.85
75 0.75 77.75 77.62
76 0.85 78.51 78.38
77 0.96 79.27 79.13
78 1.08 80.01 79.87
79 1.21 80.74 80.61
80 1.35 81.47 81.34
81 1.51 82.19 82.06
82 1.67 82.90 82.77
83 1.86 83.60 83.48
84 2.05 84.30 84.18
85 2.26 84.99 84.87
86 2.49 85.67 85.56
87 2.73 86.34 86.24
88 2.99 87.01 86.92
89 3.27 87.68 87.59
90 3.56 88.34 88.26
91 3.88 88.99 88.92
92 4.21 89.64 89.58
93 4.51 90.29 90.24
9r4 4.94 90.93 90.89
95 5.34 91.57 91.53
96 5.76 92.21 92.18
97 6.21 92.84 92.82
98 6.68 93.47 93.46
99 7.17 94.10 94.09
100 7.69 94.73 94.73
101 8.24 95.35 95.36
102 8.81 95.98 95.99
103 9.41 96.60 96.62
104 10.04 97.23 97.25
105 10.70 97.85 97.88
106 11.39 98.48 98.51
107 12.11 99.10 99.14
108 12.87 99.73 99.77
109 13.66 100.36 100.40
110 14.48 101.00 101.03
111 15.34 101.63 101.67
112 16.23 102.28 102.31
113 17.16 102.93 102.95
114 18.13 103.58 103.60
115 19.14 104.25 104.25
NOTE:
T - Temperature of comparison.
P - Vapor pressure from vapor pressure equation at temperature T.
Sc" - Entropy of saturated liquid from equation of state, vapor
pressure equation, and ideal gas heat capacity equation using
Clapeyron equation with the derivative of the vapor pressure
equation.
So" - Entropy of saturated liquid from a fit to saturated liquidheat capacity data
T
S STo + T (C0 /T) dT
where T
o
- 100 K and S
o
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10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of this study are summarized below:
1. The equation of'state (3) developed in this work represents the exper-
imental P-p-T data in the liquid and vapor phases for pressures from
0 to 10,000 atmospheres and for temperatures of 65 to 1073 K. The
equation may be extrapolated to 2000 K at pressures below 300 atmos-
pheres with an accuracy of at least ± 1 percent. The equation may also
be extrapolated to lower temperatures for the vapor with an accuracy of
at least ± 0.2 percent down to 20 K at very low pressures. It is esti-
mated that the accuracy of the equation of state is within 0.5 percent
in the liquid region, except in the vicinity of the critical point. The
uncertainty of the equation of state for the liquid for pressures above
500 atm (and to the melting line) must be regarded as ± 2 percent until
further measurements are available to confirm this extrapolation. At
temperatures above the critical temperature for pressures up to 1000
atmospheres, the accuracy is generally within 0.1 percent except in the
region near the critical point between temperatures of 126.2 K and 150 K
and at pressures between 30 and 150 atmospheres where the density devi-
ations from experimental data are as large as 0.7 percent. In the
range from 1000 to 10,000 atmospheres the accuracy is estimated to be
within 0.3 percent.
2. The vapor pressure equation (4) represents the selected data used in
the formulation of the equation generally within an accuracy of ± 0.01 K
between the triple point and the critical point.
3. The equation for the ideal gas specific heat (8) has been used to rep-
resent the recent values of C0 /R from [55] with an accuracy of ± .00005
p
for values to 1200 K, and within ± 0.0001 above 1200 K.
4. Values of the heat capacity, enthalpy, and latent heats of vaporization
are presented with comparisons to available measured calorimetric data.
Although the paucity of these measurements make it difficult to define
the accuracy of the equation of state (3) for the calculation of heat
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capacity values, these comparisons further indicate that the behavior
of the isobaric calculated values is thermodynamically correct.
5. The least squares techniques used in the formulation presented here
include the simultaneous fitting of P-p-T data, Cv data, and the cri-
teria for phase equilibrium to allow for continuous integration along
isotherms throqgh the two-phase region. It is recommended that the
derived properties, for the liquid phase, be calculated by this method
in preference to the use of Clapeyron equation for the difference in
entropy or enthalpy for the phase change.
Suggestions for further research are presented below:
1. The work reported here is essentially complete within the limits im-
posed by the availability of experimental data to describe the thermo-
dynamic properties of nitrogen. However, the lack of agreement of the
various P-p-T data in the liquid region suggests the need for further
measurement of the properties of the liquid.
2. The use of a single equation of state for the P-p-T surface appears to
be accompanied by fitting problems near the critical point which propa-
gate,to temperatures above the critical value. It is suggested that
new methods of accommodating the requirements of the P-p-T surface in
this:region for the least squares determination of the equation of
state be explored.
3. The consistency of the vapor pressure equation, melting equation, and
equation of state in the region of the triple point should be investi-
gated.
4. A detailed study of the sonic velocity data should be made to complete
the analysis of this data and to identify the cause of the large devia-
tions: of calculated velocity of sound values from experimental measure-
ments in the liquid region.
5. Comparison of the oxygen and nitrogen equations of state by the Princi-
ple of Corresponding States should be made with the objective of con-
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FUNCTIONS FOR THE CALCULATION OF THERMODYNAMIC
PROPERTIES FROM THE EQUATION OF STATE (3)
The Equation of State
Equation (3) may be written in the form:
32.




are listed in Table 3 and the Xi are as follows:
X -= p2T X1 2: p'/T X2 3 - pS F/T4
X2 = P*2T X1 3 = p5 X2 4= p? F/T2
X3 = p2 X1 = p6 /T X2s: p7 F/T3
X4 ' p 2 /T Xls = p6/T 2 X26= p9 F/T 2
Xs = p2/T X p/T X2 7= p' F/T'
Xs - p 3T X1 7, p6 /T X2a= p9 F/T2
X7 = P3 X18s p'/T2 X2 9= p F/T3
Xs p- /T X1g= p3/T2 X9= p93 F/T2
Xs = p3 /T2 X2 0 - p3F/T2 X= p"3 F/T3
Xio= P'T X2 1o p3 F/T 3 Xa= . p'3F/T'
XI1 I p X2 2 = pSF/T2
F - exp(-0.0056 p2 )
The Isotherm Derivative
The isotherm derivative of the equation of state (3) may be repre-
sented as:




are given in Table 3 and the X
i
are as follows:
X1 = 2pT X1 2= 4p3 /T X2 3: F2 2 /T1
X2 = 2pT)½ X1 3= 5p4 X2.= F2 3 /T2
Xi = 2p X1= 6pS/T X2 s= F2 3 /T3
X. = 2p/T XIs= 6p5/T2 X2 6= F2 4/T2
Xs = 2p/T2 X16= 7p'/T X2 ,= F24/T4
Xs = 3p2T X7= 8p7/T X2 d= F2 s/T2
X7 = 3p2 Xla= 8p7 /T 2 X2 s= F2 s/T3
Xs = 3p2 /T XI9= 9p8/T2 X3o= F2 6 /TZ
Xs = 3p2 /T z X2o = F2z/T2 X3 1 = F26/T3
X3 o= 4p3 T . X2 1 = F 2 1 /T 3 X3 2 = F26/T4
X,11 4p' X2 2= F2 2 /T2
F = exp(-0.0056 p2 )
Fl = 2Fp(-0.0056)
F2 1 = 3Fp2 + Fp 3
F22= 5Fp4 + Flp s
F2 3= 7Fp6 + Fip'
F2 =. 9Fp8 + Fzp9
F2 5s 11Fp °1 + Fp l1




The isochore derivative of the equation of state (3) may be written as:
32
(aP/BT)p pR + E NiX i
where the N
i

































































F = exp(-0.0056 p2 )
The Evaluation of Integrals







are listed in Table 3 and the Yi
Y1 = qP Y12= p3/(3T2)
Y2 .-p/(2T') Y1 3= 0.0
Y3 = 0.0 Y14= p5/(5T2)
Yq = p/T2 Y5s= 2ps/(5T3 )
Ys. = 2p/T3 Yi6= p6/(6T2 )
Y6 = -p2/2 Y. 7= p 7 /(7T2)
Y7 = 0.0 Yl8= 2p7/(7T3)
Ya = p2/(2T2) Y19 = p6 /(4T 3 )
y9 = p2/T3 . Y2o= 2G,/T'
Ylo= -p3/3 Y2z= 3Gi/T4
Y,,= 0.0 Y2 2 = 2G2/T 3
are listed below:
where the Gi and F are listed in Table 15.
Y 2 3 =
Y24=




















·The integral I[(P/p2) - (RT/p)]
T
dp may be written as:
1 1a






Y6 3 p2 T/2
Y7 = P2/2
Ya = p2/(2T)
Ys = p 2 /(2T 2 )
Yzo= p3 T/3
Y1l= P3 /3




Yis= p5 /(5T2 )
Y16 = p6/(6T)
Y1 7- p 7 /(7T)
Yoa- p7 /(7T2)
Yig= p0 /(8T2 )
Y2 o= G1 /T 2
Y21- G1 /T3
Y2 2= G2/T2
where the Gi and F are listed in Table 15.
The integral, I[(T/p2)!a2P/pT2)p]T dp may be written as:





















iiwhere the N a e






































Y2 3 = 20G2/Ts
Y2s= 6G3/T3





Y3 0 = 6G,/T3
Y31 : 12G 6 /T4
Y3 2 = 20Gs/T s
where the G
i
and F are listed in Table 15.
TABLE 15
FUNCTIONS FOR DERIVATIVES OF THE
EQUATION OF STATE.
F : exp(-0.0056p2 )
Gi - F/[2(-0.0056)]
G2 = (Fp 2 - 2GI)/[2(-0.0056)]
G3 = (Fp4 - 4G2 )/[2(-0.0056)]
G, (Fp6-- 6G3)/[2(-0.0056)]
' Gs (Fp°i- 8G4)/[2(-0.0056)]
G6 = (Fpl?- 10Gs)/[2(-0.0056)]
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The integral IJC dT may be written as:
8
Z N.Y.
where the Ni are listed in Table 7






Y7 = T 4 /4
Ya = UT/[exp(U)-l]
U = Ng/T (Ng from Table 7)
The integral J(CP/T) dT may be written as:
E N.iY
i=l
where the Ni are listed in Table 7 and the Yi are given below:








U = NB/T (N9 from Table 7)
EU = exp (U)
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APPENDIX B
TABLE OF THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
IN BRITISH UNITS
OF NITROGEN
(The number of significant figures given in the table is not justified
on the basis of the uncertainty of the data, but is
presented to maintain internal consistency.)
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THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF SATURATED NITROGEN
TEMPERATURE PRESSURE DENSITY ISOTHIERM ISOCHORE
DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF SATURATEO NITROGEN
TEMPERATURE PRESSURE DENSITY ISOTHERM ISOCHORE
DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE











































































































































































































































































































































































THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF SATURATED NITROGEN
TEMPERATURE PRESSURE DENSITY ISOTHERM ISOCHORE INTFRNAL
DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE ENERGY
DEG R PSIA LB/CU FT CU FT-PSIA/LB PSIA/R 8TU/LB
212 325.602 34.3P2 84.38 40.494 -12.768
6.589 21.86 3.603 24.852
214 344.671 33.615 71.19 38.095 -11.327
7.144 19.56 3.977 24.285
216 364.548 32.782 58.42 35.644 -9.811
7.772 17.11 4.409 23.612
218 385.264 31.860 46.10 33.111 -8.193
8.494 14.52 4.918 22.800
220 406.863 30.811 34.30 30.448 -6.432
9.346 11.75 5.532 21.800
22Z 429.410 29.563 23.13 27.571 -4.446
10.396 8.79 6.306 20.516
224 453.013 27.952 12.79 24.295 -2.048
11.801 5.59 7.363 18.731
226 477.892 25.368 3.78 19.982 1.460
14.141 2.10 9.153 15.661

















































































































SOCHORE INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY
RIVATIVE ENERGY
PSIA/R BTU/LB 8TU/LB BTU/LB-R
0.001 20.054 28.113 1.60247
0.001 20.291 28.445 1.60537
0.001 21.178 29.687 1.61595
0.001 22.066 30.929 1.62609
0.001 22.953 32.171 1.63583
0.001 23.840 33.411 1.64521
0.001 24.727 34.655 1.65424
0.001 25.614 35.P97 1.66296
0.001 26.501 37.139 1.67138
0.001 27.388 38.381 1.67952
0.001 28.275 39.622 1.68740
0.001 29.161 40.864 1.69504
CV CP VELOCITY
OF SOUND




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DEG R L8/ CU FT
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
ISOTHERM ISOCHORE INTERNAL
DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE ENERGY





8TU / LB - R FT/SEC
43.32 0.004 20.021 28.063 1.48801 0.178 0.250 531.


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THERMOOYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
I PSlA ISOBAR
TEMPERATURE DENSITY ISOTlHERM ISOCHORE INTERNAL
DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE ENERGY





BTU / LB - R FT/SEC
43.09 0.009 19.979 28.000 1.43847 0.178 0.251 530.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
5 PSIA ISOBAR
TEMPERATURE DENSITY ISOTHERM ISOCIHORE
DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
10 iSIA ISOBAR
TEMPERATURE DENSITY ISOTHERH ISCCHORE INTERNAL
DE RIVAT IVF FRIV4TIVE ENERGY
DEG R LB/ CU FT CU FT-PSIA/3L PSIA/R BTU/LB
ENTHALPY ENTROPY CV CP
BTU/LB BTU/LB-R 8TU / LB - R
54.17440 1993.69 257.5 -64.684 -64.650 0.58026 0.228 0.467 4347.





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DEG R L8/ CU FT
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
ISOTHERM ISOCHORE INTERNAL
DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE ENERGY
CU FT-PSIA/LB PSIA/R BTU/LB
ENTHALPY ENTROPY
BTU/LB BTU/LB-R
*113.707 54.17510 1993.76 257.3 -64.683 -64.632 0.58028 · 0.228 0.467 4345.
115 54.00724 1912.67 249.9 -64.077 -64.027 0.58558 0.232 0.471 4239.
53.33815
52.63773





































































































































































































































































































































































































* INDICATES TWO PHASE BOUNDARY
CV CP
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THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
15 PSIA ISOBAR
TEMPERATURE DENSITY ISOTHERM ISOCHORE INTERNAL
DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE ENERGY














































































































































1993.77 257.3 -64.6R2 -64.631 0.58028 0.228 0.467 4345.

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LB/ CU FT CU FT-PSIA/LB PSIA/R
INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY CV CP
ENERGY
BTU/LB BTU/LB BTU/LB-R BTU / LB - R
*113.722 54.17589 1993.85 257.2 -64.681 -64.612 0.58029 0.228 00466 4344.




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
25 PSIA ISOBIAR
TEMPERATURE DENSITY ISOTHERM ISlCHORE INTERNAL ENTHlALPY
DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE ENERGY
DEG P L8/ CU FT CU FT-PSIA/LS PSIA/R BTU/LB BTU/LO
*113.736 54.17664 ;1?.93 257.1 -64.679 -64.594





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BIU / LB - R FT/SEC
0.229 0.466 4342.







































































































































































































INDOICATES TWO PHASE BOUNDARY
I: z ,{
8S







































































ISOTHERM ISOCHORE INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY CV CP
DEPIVATIVE DERIVATIVE ENERGY
CU FT-PSIA/LU PSIA/R BTU/LH 8TU/LB ATU/LB-R BTU / LB - R
1994.01 257.0 -64.677 -64.575 0.58033 0.229 0.466 4340.
1915.59 249.8 -64.092 -63.989 0.58545 0.233 0.410 4237.
1643.59
1425.03
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ENTHALPY ENTROPY CV CP VELOCITY
OF SCUNO
BTUtL8 8TU/LD-R BTU / LB - A
-64.556 0.58034 0.229 0.466
-63.976 0.58541 0.233 0.470
-61.595 0.60568 0.242 0.481
-59.174 0.62544 0.244 0.4S7
-56.733 0.64459 0.Z43 0.490
-54.280 0.6b310 0.240 0.4S1
-51.820 0.68100 0.237 0.493
-49.350 0.69833 0.234 0.405
-46.867 0.71516 0.232 0.4'8
-44.878 0.72825 0.230 0.502
35.602 1.25131 0.189 0.296
35.894 1.25319 0.189 0.295
37.308 1.26218 0.187 0.281














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
40 PSIA ISOBAR
TEMPERATURE DENSITY ISOTHERM ISOCHORE INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY CV CP VELOCITY
DERIVAIIVE DFRIVATIVE ENFRGY OF SCUND
DEG R LB/ CU FT CU FT-PSIA/LB PSIA/R 1TU/LB BTU/LB RTU/LO-R BTU / LB - R FT/SEC
*113.777 54.17889 1994.17 256.7 -64.674











































































-64.537 0.58036' 0.229 0.466 4337.
-63.964 0.58537 0.233 0.470 4236.
-61.503 0.60,63 0.Z42 0.45i 3895.
-59.162 0.62539 0.244 0.487 3631.
-56.721 0.54454 0.243 0.439 3413.
-54.269 0.66305 0.240 0.471 3226.
-51.609 0.68094 0.237 0.493 3059.
-49.340 0.69827 0.234 0.495 2906.
-46.858 0.71510 0.232 0.498 2763.
-44.358 0.73150 0.229 0.503 2627.
-43.577 0.73651 0.229 0.504 2586.
35.948 1.24485 0.190 0.290 593.
36.943 1.25114 0.189 0.237 601.
38.365 1.25989 0.187 0.282 614.
39.765 1.26825 0.186 0.278 626.
41.148 1.27626 0.185 0.275 637.
42.516 1.28397 0.184 0.272 648.
43.871 1.29140 0.183 0.270 659.
45.216 1.29857 0.183 0.268 669.
46.551 1.30551 0.182 0.256 680.
47.878 1.31223 0.182 0.265 690.
49.198 1.31874 0.181 0.263 700.
50.511 1.32507 0.181 0.262 709.
51.819 1.33123 0.180 0.261 719.
53.122 1.33722 0.180 0.260 728.
54.421 1.34306 0.180 0.259 737.
55.716 1.34875 0.180 0.259 746.
57.007 1.35430 0.180 0.258 755.
58.295 1.35973 0.179 0.257 763.
59.580 1.36502 0.179 0.257 772.
60.852 1.37021 0.179 0.256 781.
63.419 1.38024 0.179 0.255 797.
65.969 1.38986 0.179 0.255 813.
68.512 1.39911 0.178 0.254 829.
71.048 1.40801 0.178 0.253 844.
73.580 1.41659 0.178 0.253 860C.
78.631 1.43289 0.178 0.252 889.
83.668 1.44816 0.178 0.252 917.
88.695 1.46253 0.178 0.251 944.
93.714 1.47609 0.178 0.251 971.
98.725 1.48895 0.178 0.250 997.
103.731 1.50116 0.178 0.250 1022.
108.733 1.51279 0.178 0.250 1046.
113.731 1.52390 0.178 0.250 1070.
0.21786 183.34 0.084 84.725 118.725 1.53453 0.178 0.250 1093.
0.20906 191.13 0.081 88.287 123.717 1.54472 0.178 0.250 1116.
0.20096 198.90 0.077 91.848 128.707 1.55450 0.178 0.249 1138.
0.19346 206.66 0.075 .95.408 133.696 1.56392 0.178 0.249 1160.
0.18651 .214.42 0.072 98.968 138.683 1.57299 0.178 0.249 1181.
0.18004 222.17 0.069 102.528 143.67C 1.58174 0.178 0.249 1202.
0.17401 229.91 0.067 106.089 148.657 1.59019 0.178 0.249 1223.
0.16057 249.23 0.062 114.995 161.125 1.61015 0.178 0.249 1272.
0.14907 268.53 0.057 123.913 173.604 1.62864 0.178 0.250 1320.
0.13910 287.81 0.053 132.851 186.100 1.64589 0.179 0.250 1366.
307.06 0.050 141.816 198.621 1.66205 0.179 0.251 1410.
326.30 0.047 150.817 211.177 1.67727 0.180 0.252 1452.
345.53 0.045 159.860 223.774 1.69167 0.181 0.252 1493.
364.75 0.042 168.954 236.421 1.70535 0.182 0.253 1533-
383.97 0.040 178.104 249.124 1.71838 0.184 0.255 1571.
422.37 0.036 196.598 274.720 1.74277 0.186 0.257 1644.
460.75 0.033 215.376 300.579 1.76529 0.189 0.260 1714.
499.12 0.031 234.461 326.783 1.78624 0.192 0.263 1779,.
537.48 0.029 253.862 353.282 1.80588 0.196 0.267 1842.
575.S3 0.027 273.580 380.097 1.82438 0.199 0.270 1903.
767.48 0.020 376.565 518.562 1.90395 0.213 0.284 2178.
959.07 0.016 485.471 662.941 1.96815 0.222 0.293 2421.
1150.63 0.013 598.512 811.452 2.02248 0.229 0.300 2642.



























































































































* INDICATES TWO PHASE BOUNDARY
88
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
45 PSIA ISOBAR
TEMPERATURE DENSITY ISOTHERM ISOCIIORE INTERNAL ENTHALPY
DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE ENERGY









































































BIU / LB - R FT/SEC
54.17965 1994.26 256.6 -64.672 -64.518 0.58037 0.229 0.466 4335.




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TIIERMOOYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
I SOTTERM ISOCHORF INTFRNAL
DERIVATIVE DLRIVATIVE ENERGY











































































































































































































BTU / LB - R FT/SEC
-64.499 0.58039 0.230 0.466 4333.











































































































































































































































































































































DEG R LB/ CUI FT






































































































































1994.51 256.3 -64.667 -64.462 0.58042 0.230 0.466 4330.




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DEG R LB/ CU FT




INTFRNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY CV CP VELOCITY
ENERGY OF SOUND
BTU/LB BTU/LB STU/LB-R 8TU / LB - R FT/SEC
*113.858 54.18342 1994.67 256.0 -64.663 -64.424 0.58045 0.230 0.466 - 4326.






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DEG R L1/ CU FT
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITPOGEN
ISOTHERM ISnCt4l)RF INTrRNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY CV CP VELOCITY
DERIVATIVF DERIVATIVE ENFRGY OF SOUND
CU FT-PSIA/LB PSIA/R 8TU/L8 BTU/LS BIU/LB-R BTU / LB - R FT/SEC
*113.886 54.19494 1994.85- 255.8 - -64.660 -64.386 0.58048 0.231 0.466 4323.





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































* INDICATES TWO PHASE BOUNDARY
93
;, f', f... ll i 
90 PSI1 ISOR8A
TEMPFRATURE DENSITY
DEG R LB/ CUi FT
THERMODYNAMIC PROPEPTIES OF NITROGEN
ISOTl4FRM I SOCHnRE
DOFRIVAIVE OERiVTIYF






BTU / LB - R FT/SEC
*113.913 54.18646 1995.02 255.6 . -64.656










































































































































































































































































































































-64.349 0.53051 0.231 0.466 43190









































































































































































































































































* INnt7CATES TWO PHASF 80UNOARY
94








































































































FT-PSIAILB PSIA/R BTU/LB BTU/LB BTU/LTU -R
1995.19 255.3 -64.653 -64.311 0.58054


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































'i INDICATES TWO PHASE BOUNDARY
:4














































































































































ISOT HFRM ISCCHORE INTERNAL
DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE ENERGY





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































* INDICATES TWO PHASE eOUNOARY
26










ENTHALPY ENTROPY CV CP




54.20343 1997.06 253.0 -64.617 -63.934 0.50085 0.235 0.466 4283.

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
250 PSIA ISOBAR
TEMPERATURE DENSITY









BTU / LB - R FT/SEC
*114.348 54.21129 1998.06 251.9 -64.600 -63.746 0.58100 0.237 0.466 4267.


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































* INDICATES TWO -PHASE BOUNDARY
g8




DENSITY ISOTHERM ISOCTH ORM E
DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE




*114.484 54.21924 1s99.12 250.8 -64.582 -63.557 0.58116












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DEC R L8/ CU FT









BTU / LB - R FT/SEC
*114.619 54.22728 2000.22 249.7 -64.564 -63.368 0.58132 0.240 0.465 4237.

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DEG R LO/ CU FT
THERMOOYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN






*114.755 54.23540 2001.37 248.6 -64.545 -63.180 -0.58147




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
450 PSIA ISOBAR
TEMPERATURE DENSITY ISOTttERM ISOCHORE INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY CV CP VELOCITY
DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE ENERGY OF SOUND
OEG R 18/ CU ET CU FT-PSIA/L8 PSIA/R ~TU/L8 BTU/LB 8TU/L8-R 8TU ! LB - R FT/SEC
*114.890 54,24360 2002.57 247.5 -64.527 -62.991 0.58163 0.243 0,465 4208.
115 54.23002 19qS.R2 246.9 -64.476 -62.940 0,58208 0,244 0.405 4200,
120 53.59710 1721.92 222°9 -62.141 -60.587 0.60210 0.252 0.475 3879.
125 52.93553 1501.81 203.0 -59.77l -58.197 0.62161 0.254 0.450 3630.
130 52.24579 1322.06 185.9 -57.385 -55.7q0 0.64049 0.252 0.482 1425,
135 51.52964 1172.64 171.0 -54.992 -53.374 0.65873 0.249 0.494 3250.
140 50.78766 1046.06 157.8 -52.5q5 -500955 0.67633 0.245 0.454 3096°
145 50.02084 936.77 146.0 -50.196 -48.5~0 0.69334 0.241 0.486 2955.
150 4q. 22928 840.70 135.2 -47.791 -46.098 0.70983 0.238 0.457 2823.
155 48,61235 754.87 125.3 -45.377 -43.656 0.72585 0.235 0.4qo 2699.
160 47.56851 677.15 116.2 -42,948 -41.197 0.74146 0.233 0.494 2580,
165 46.69537 606.01 107,7 -40.49q -38.715 0,75674 0,231 0.489 2464.
170 45.78958 540.33 99.8 -38.023 -36.203 0,77173 0.229 0.506 7351.
175 44.8~67~ 479.32 92,3 -35.512 -33.654 0.78651 0.228 0.514 2240.
180 43.86110 42Z.35 85.3 -32.958 -31.058 0.80114 0,227 0.525 2129.
185 42.82521 368.91 78.5 -30.349 -28.403 0.81568 0.226 0.538 2018.
190 41.72901 318,53 72.0 -27.672 -25,675 0.33023 0.225 0.554 1907.
195 40.55~35 270.77 65,7 -24,909 -22.855 0°84488 0.224 0.575 1792.
200 3q.20218 225.13 59.6 -22.035 -19.914 0.85977 0.224 0.603 1674.
205 37.8966q 181.10 53.5 -190007 -16.808 0.87511 0.224 0.642 1549.
210 36,31159 138.05 47.3 -15.754 -13.459 0.89125 0.225 0.703 1413.
215 34.41037 95.17 40.7 -12.125 -9.703 0.90892 0.226 0.812 1258.
220 31.82869 51.06 33.1 -7.693 -5,075 0.93018 0.230 1.Cg5 1061.
8223o750 28.18451 14.02 24,7 -2.383 0.573 0.95561 0.239 2.516 827.
e223.750 11,59543 6.01 7,2 18.996 26.183 1.07006 0.252 2.917 567,
225 10.5577C 10.48 6.4 20.089 28,832 1.08209 0.245 1.688 580.
230 8.78576 21.56 5,0 25,114 34.598 1.10725 0.230 0.858 615.
235 7.88927 29.97 4.3 27,740 38.303 1.12319 0.221 0.653 641.
240 7.27763 36.69 3.9 29.845 41.298 1.13580 0.215 0.554 663.
245 6,81258 42.55 3.5 31,677 43.909 1.14657 0.210 0.484 682.
250 6.43772 47.84 3.3 33.330 46.274 1.15613 0.206 0.454 699.
260 5.85509 57.24 2.9 36.299 50.531 1.17283 0.200 0.402 730.
270 5.410q9 65.55 2.6 38.981 54.381 1.18737 0.196 0.370 758.
280 5.05378 73.13 2.4 41.480 57.968 1.20042 0.193 0,349 783.
290 4.75626 80.17 2.2 43.851 61.371 1.21236 0,190 0,333 806~
300 4,50225 86.79 2,0 46.129 64.638 1,22343 0.188 0.321 828,
320 4.08659 99.14 1.8 50.487 70.878 1~24358 0.1e6 0.!04 867.
340 5.75639 110.60 1.6 54.663 76.846 1.26167 0.184 0.293 904.
360 3.48481 121.43 1.5 58.716 82.628 1.27820 0.183 0.285 937.
380 3.25586 131.79 1.4 62.680 88.27& 1.29346 0.182 0.230 969.
400 3.05923 141,79 1.3 66,580 93.819 1.30768 0.181 0,275 $99.
420 2.88790 151,50 1.2 70.429 99.284 1.32102 0.181 0.272 1C27,
440 2.73685 160.96 1,1 74.239 104,686 1.33358 0.180 0.269 1055.
460 2.60239 170.23 ll 78.016 110.037 1.34548 C.180 0.266 1081,
480 2.48172 179,34 1.0 81.768 115.346 1.35677 0.180 0.265 1106.
500 2.37267 188.30 0.978 85.499 120,620 1.36754 0.179 0.263 1131.
520 2.27354 197.14 0.933 89.211 125.864 1.37782 0.179 0.262 1154.
540 2.18294 205,88 0.893 92.909 131.083 1.38767 0.179 0,260 1177.
560 2o09975 214,52 0.856 96.594 136.280 1039712 0.178 0.259 1200o
580 2.02306 223.09 0,822 100,269 141.45g 1,40621 0.179 0.259 1222.
600 1.95208 231.58 0.791 103.934 146,622 1,41496 0.179 0.258 1243.
650 1,79565 252.55 0.724 113.070 159.477 1.43554 0.179 0.256 1295.
700 1.66340 273.21 0.667 122.179 172.276 1.45451 0,179 0.256 1343.
750 1.54994 293.64 0.619 131.279 185.043 1o47213 0.180 0.255 1390,
800 1.45143 313,88 0.578 140.383 197.796 1.48859 0.180 0.255 1435.850 1.36501 333,96 0.542 149.505 210.552 1.50406 0.181 0.255 1477.
900 1,2~854 353.92 0.510 158.654 223.325 1.51866 0.182 0,256 1518-
950 1.220~6 373,78 0,482 167.842 236.126 1,53250 0.183 0.256 1558.
1000 1.15916 393.55 0,457 177.076 248.965 1.54567 0,184 0.257 1596.
1100 1.05376 437.38 0.414 195.712 274.791 1.57028 0.187 0.259 1669-1200 0.96616 472.00 0.379 214.606 300.856 1.59296 O.lgO 0.262 1738.1300 0.89215 510.96 0.349 233,788 327.192 1.61404 0.193 0.265 1803-1400 0.82876 54o.80 0.324 253,271 353.818 1.63377 0.196 0.268 1866.1500 0.77385 588.54 0.302 273,058 380.741 1.65234 0.199 0.271 1926.
2000 0,58162 781.36 0.225 376.280 519.553 , 1.73212 0.213 0.284 2198.2500 0.46607 q73.44 0,180 485,319 664.112 1.79659 0.223 0.294 2439°3000 0.38888 1165.19 0,150 598.445 812.725 1.85077 0.229 0.300 2659.3500 0,33365 1356.79 0,129 714.398 964.155 1,89744 0,234 0.305 2862.




DEG R LB/ CU FT









BTU / LB - R FT/SEC
*115.025 54.25189 2003.81 246.4 -64.508 -62.802 0.58179 0.245 0.464 4194.
120 53.62606 1731.22 222.7 -62.190 -60.464 0.60169 0.253 0.474 3876.





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0.43176 1166.98 0.167 598.434 812.881 1.84329 0.229 0.300 2661.
0.37047 1358.58 0.143 714.396 964.318 ' 1.88997 0.234 0.305 2864.
































































TtHERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
550 PSIA ISOBAR
ISOTHFRM ISCCIIORE


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3000 0.47457 1168.77 0.183 598.426 813.037 1.83653 0.229 0.300 2663.
3500 0.40725 1360.37 0.157 714.395 964.482 1.88321 0.234 0.305 2866.




































































































































THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
600 PSIA ISOBAP
DENSITY ISOTHERM ISCCHORE INTERNAL
DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE ENERGY




































































BTU / LB - R FT/SEC
2006.44 244.3 -64.471 -62.424 0.58211 0.248 0.464. 4168.
174Q.83 222.3 -62.287 -60.217 0.60086 0.255 0.473 3875.
1529.11 202.7 -59.933 -57.838 0.62029 0.257 0.478 3631.
1348.89 186.0 -57.565 -55.443 C.63908 0.255 0.480 3431.
1199.18 171.4 -55.190 -53.040 0.65722 0.251 0.461 3260.
1072.49 158.5 -52.814 -50.633 0.67472 0.248 0.4d2 3109.
063.24 146.8 -50.437 -48.223 0.69164 0.244 0.492 2972.
:167.34 136.3 -48.056 -45.807 0.70801 0.240 0.484 2845.
181.79 126.6 -45.669 -43.383 0.72391 0.237 0.4j6 2724.
704.43 117.6 -43.270 -40.945 0.73940 0.235 0.489 2609.
~33.70 109.3 -40.855 -38.438 0.75452 0.232 0.494 2498.
568.49 101.5 -38.417 -36.005 0.76934 0.231 0.499 2389.
507.99 94.2 -35.951 -33.490 0.78392 0.229 0.507 2282.
451.58 87.3 -33.450 -30.936 0.79831 0.228 0.515 2176.
398.78 80.7 -30.904 -28.333 0.81257 0.227 0.526 2071.
i49.17 74.4 -28.305 -25.671 0.82677 0.226 0.539 1965.
302.37 68.3 -25.640 -22.935 0.84098 0.225 0.556 185S.
59.00 62.4 -22.892 -20.108 0.35529 0.225 0.576 1751.
'15.67 55.7 -20.038 -17.163 0.86984 0.224 0.6J3 1638.
175.00 51.0 -17.041 -14.060 0.88479 0.225 0.640 1521..
.35.61 45.2 -13.840 -10.730 0.90046 0.225 0.696 1394.
97.22 39.3 -10.320 -7.042 0.91741 0.226 0.788 1253.
59.77 32.7 -6.215 -2.695 0.93694 0.229 0.977 1087.
24.56 24.7 -0.629 3.345 0.96347 0.236 1.585 875.
7.09 13.7 10.521 16.170 1.01855 0.252 3.221 648.
13.71 8.7 19.685 27.744 1.06736 0.242 1.532 634.
22.40 6.9 24.105 33.684 1.09187 0.231 0.953 655.
29.98 6.0 27.110 37.827 1.10862 0.222 0.732 676.
42.62 4.8 31.550 44.055 1.13307 0.211 0.544 713.
53.17 4.1 35.054 49.029 1.15185 0.204 0.460 745.
62.42 3.7 38.093 53.367 1.16763 0.199 0.412 773.
70.77 3.3 40.852 57.316 1.18150 0.196 0.380 798.
78.47 3.1 43.426. 61.004 1.19400 0.193 0.358 822.
92.48 2.7 48.209 67.860 1.21613 0.189 0.330 865.
105.22 2.4 52.681 74.265 1.23555 0.186 0.312 904.
117.07 2.1 56.954 80.377 1.25303 0.185 0.330 939.
128.27 2.0 61.091 86.286 1..26900 0.183 0.291 972.
138.98 1.8 65.130 92.044 1.28377 0.182 0.285 1003.
149.30 1.7 69.094 97.689 1.29754 0.182 0.280 1032.
159.31 1.6 73.002 103.245 1.31046 0.181 0.276 1060.
169.05 1.5 76.864 108.729 1.32265 0.181 0.273 1087.
178.58 1.4 80.689 114.154 1.33420 0.180 0.270 1113.
187.93 1.3 84.484 119.532 1.34518 0.180 0.268 1138.
197.12 1.3 88.254 124.868 1.35564 0.180 0.266 1162.
206.17 1.2 92.004 130.171 1.36565 0.180 0.264 1195.
215.10 1.2 95.736 135.444 1.37524 C.180 0.263 1208.
223.93 1.1 99.453 140.692 1.36444 0.179 0.262 1230.
232.67 1.1 103.157 145.918 1.39330 0.179 0.261 1252.
-254.17 0.978 112.3.77 158.909 1.41410 0.179 0.259 1304.
275.28 0.900 121.556 171.822 1.43324 0.180 0.258 1353.
296.09 0.834 130.714 184.684 1.45099 0.180 0.257 1399.
316.65 0.777 139.869 197.520 1.46756 0.180 0.257 1444.



















































0.51732 1170.56 0.200 598.417 813.192 1.83035






































































































:' . , 
THERHODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
650 PSIA ISOBAR
TEMPERATURE DENSITY











BTU / LB - R FT/SEC
*115.430 54.27725 2007.82 243.3 -64.452 -62.235 0.59227 0.250 0.464 4155.
120 53.71201 1759.13 222.0 -62.335 -60.094 0.60046 0.257 0.472 3874.















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES nF NITROGEN
ISOTHERM ISOCHIIRE INTERNAL
DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE ENERGY
































































































































































































































































































































































































3000 0.60262 1174. 15 0.233 598.401 813.504 1.81941 0.229
3500 0.51730 1365.77 0.200 71i4.390 964.971 1.86610 0.234





































































































































DEG R L8/ CU FT
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
ISOTHERM ISOCHORE INTERNAL
DERIVATIVF OERIVATIVE ENERGY







BTU / LB - R FT/SEC
*115.700 54.29455 2010.71 241.2 -64.414 -61.856 0.58259 0.253 0.463 4131.
120 53.76856 1777.72 221.6 -62.429 -59.846 0.59965 0.259 0.471 3872.








































































































































































































































































































































































3000 0.64517 1175.95 0.250 598.392 813.660 , 1.1451
3500 0.55388 1367.57 0.214 714.388 965.134 1.86120

























































































































































































































































CU FT-PSIA/LB PSIA/R dTUJ/LB


























































































































































































ENTtiALPY ENTROPY CV CP VELOCITIY
OF SOUtiN
BTU/LB BTU/LB-R 8TU / LB - R FT/SEC
-61.667 0.58275 0.254 0.463 4120.
-5Q.721 0.59926 0.260 0.470 3871.























































































































































































































































































































































































































































THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
900 PSIA ISOBAR
TEMPERATURF DENSITY













































































































































2015.36 238.2 -64.356 -61.288 0.58308 0.257 0.462 4097.
1805.58 220.9 -62.566 -59.472 0.59847 0.262 0.469 387C.



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3000 0.77243 1181.35 0.300 598.367 814.128 1.80157 0.230 0.301 2677.
3500 0.66335 1372.99 0.257 714.383 965.624 ' 1.84827 0.234 0.305 2879.
4 INOICATES TWO PHASE BOUNDARY
110
: f
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
1000 PSIA ISnOAR
ISOTHERM ISOCHORE INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY
DERIVATIVE OERIVATIVE ENERGY
CU FT-PSIA/LB PSIA/R BTU/LB BTU/LB BTU/LB-R
2018.67 236.3 -64.317 -60.909 0.58341
1824.15 220.5 -62.686 -59.221 0.59769







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THERMHODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
1100 PSIA ISOBAR
TEMPFRATURE DENSITY









BTU / LB - R FT/SEC
e116.638 54.35744 2022.14 234.4 -64.278 -60.530 0.58374 0.263 0.461 4056.
120 53.96193 1842.72 220.0 -62.744 -58.969 0.59693 0.266 0.467 3e6P.





























































































































































































































3000 0.94122 1188.60 0.367 598.334 814.752, 1.78733
3500 0.80864 1380.24 0.314 714.377 966.278 1.83403









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































'THERMOOYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
ISOTHERM ISOCHORE INTERNAL ENTHALPY
DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE FNERGY































































































































































































BTU / LB - R FT/SEC
-60.151 0.58407 0.265 0.461 4037.
-58.717 0.59618 0.268 0.466 3867.







































































1.02522 1192.23 0.400 598.317 815.065 1.78115





































































































































* INDICATES TWO PHASE BOUNDARY
113
THlERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
1300 PSIA ISOBAR
























































































































































































































































































































3000 1.10897 1195.87 0.434 598.301 815.378 1.77547
3500 0.95316 1387.52 0.371 714.370 966.933 1.82218
* INDICATES TWO PHASE DOUNOARY
CV CP VELOCITY
OF SOUND












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3000 1.19246 1199.52 04467 598.284 815.691. 1.77020
3500 1.02513 1391.17 0.400 714.367 967.260 1.81692
* INDICATES TWO PHASE OBOUNDARY
CV CP VELOCITY
nF SOUN)





































































































































































































BTU / LB - R FT/SEC
*117.704 54.43337 2037.56 227.2 -64.115 -59.012 0.58508 0.273 0.459 3987.
120 54.17474 1916.94 218.1 -63.081 -57.954 0.59398 0.274 0.402 3868.































































































































































































































































































































































1.27570 1203.18 0.501 598.267 816.005 1.76531 0.230 0.301































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SOCHORE INTERNAL . ENTHALPY ENTROPY
RIVATIVE ENERGY
PSIA/R BTU/LB BTU/L8 8TU/LB-R
225.5 -64.073 -58.632 0.5541
217.6 -63.162 ,-57.698 0.59326











































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.35869 1206.85 0.534 598.251 816.318 1.76072 0.230 0.301 2706.
1.16852 1398.49 0.457 .714.360 967.916 1.80745 0.234 0.305 2905.
O PHASE 8OUNDARY
. 117
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
1700 PSIA ISOBAR
TEMPERATURE DENSITY ISOTIHERM ISOCHORE
DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE










BTU / LB - R FT/SEC
*118.234 54.47280 2046.14 223.8 -64.031 -58.251 0.58575 0.277 0.458 3958.
120 54.27808 1954.04 217.1 -63.241 -57.441 0.59256 0.278 0.460 3869.

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.44142 1210.53 0.567 598.234 816.632 1.75642 0.230 0.301 2710.
1.23993 1402.16 0.486 714.356 968.244, 1.80315 0.234 0.305 2909.



































































DEG R LB/ CU PT
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
ISOTHERM ISOCHORE INTERNAL
DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE ENERGY







BTU / LB - R FT/SEC
54.49285 2050.63 222.2 -63.988 -57.871 0.58610 0.279 0.457 3944.
54.32901 1972.60 216.5 -63.318' -57.183 0.59187 0.280 0.459 3870.











































































































































































1.52391 1214.21 0.601 598.218 816.946 1.75236










































































































































































































































































































































BTU / LB - R FT/SEC
*118.762 54.51311 2055.26 220.6 -63.945 -57.491 0.58644 0.281 0.456 3931.
120 54.37947 1991.15 216.0 -63.394 -56.924 0.59118 0.282 0.458 3972.





































































































































































































































































































































































































































3000 1.60614 1217.90 0.634 598.201 817.261 1.74852
3500 1.38220 1409.53 0.543 714.350 968.900 1.79526




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.00434 1240.22 0.835 599.103 819.150 1.72902 C.230 0.301 2743.
1.80455 1431.90 0.715 714.329 970.873 1.77579 0.235 0.336 2940.



































































































































TIIERMOOYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
3000 PSIA ISnOAR






























































































































































































ENTROPY CV CP VELOCIIY
OF SCUN)
8TU/LB-R 81TU / LB - R FT/SEC
0.59029 0.-99 0.449 3833.






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TIIERMODYNAMIC PRI)PfRTIES Or NITROGEN
3500 PSI& ISOBAR
TEMPERATURE DENSITY














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THERMODYNAMIC PROPERlIES OF NITROGEN
4000 PSIA IS1BAR
TEMPERATUIRE DENSITY

























































































































I SOTHEPRM I SOCHORE
DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































4,'. ' ' ,
THERMO(DYNAMIC PROPFRTIES OF NITROGEN
4500 PSIA ISOBAR
TEMPERATURE DENSITY ISOTHIERM ISrCfCOfRE INTFRNAL
DEPIVATIVE DLRIVAIIVE tNERGY





BTU / LB - R FT/SEC
·125.464 55.09297 2212.52 189.4 -62.707 -47.581 0.59S63 0.313 0.437 3784.
130 54.69609 2031.81 181.6 -60.836 -45.601 0.b1114 0.306 0.436 S665.



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CV CP VILOCI T Y
OF SCU'.D



















































































































DENSITY ISOTIHFRM ISIlCII)Rt[ INTFRNAL
DFRIVATIVE DERIVATIVE ENERGY




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LB/ CU FT CU FT-PSIA/LB PSI.5/R









RTU / LB - a FT/SFC
*131;650 55.69?84 2408.36 172.8 -61.380 -38.105 0.60433 0.317 0.415 3819.


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Cp FT-PSIA/L1 PSIA/R UTUf/L
ENTHALPY ENTRnPY
ITU/L/H HBTU/LB-R
55.93313 2493.nO 163.5 -60.833 -34.347 0.60765 0.316 
0.4C6 3855.
55.86928 2460.23 163.1 -60.482 -33. 66 0.61048 0.314 
0.406 1840.
55.51752 220A.72 166.1 -58.625 -31.941 0.6,521 0.303 
0.404 3767.
55.14658 2156.14 163.8 -50.784 -29.921 0.63938 0.294 0.4C4 
3705.
54.75832 2034.57 161.2 -54.956 -27.902 0.65307 0.286 0.404 
3652.
54.35493 1928.74 158.2 -53.136 -25.881 0.66632 0.278 0.4C4 
3604.
53.93872 1835.95 154.9 -51.323 -23.858 0.67917 0.272 0.4J5 355S.
53.51193 1753.93 151.3 -49.515 -21.831 0.6)165 0.267 0.406 3517.
53.07669 1680.78 147.5 -47.711 -10.800 0.70378 0.262 0.407 
3477.
52.634q9 1614.95 143.6 -45.911 -17.765 0.71557 0.258 0.437 3437.
52.18318 1555.15 139.6 -44.115 -15.728 0.72705 0.254 0.408 3398.








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CV CP VFLOCIt Y
OF ' S((ND0





0.2PO 0. 397 3696.
0.273 0.393 3655.

































































* INDICATES TWO PHASE BOUNDARY
131
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
10000 PSIA ISOBAR
TEMPERATURF DENSITY
DEG R LB/ CU FT
I SOTltFRM I soCnIfPE
DERIVATIVF DERIVATIVE
CU FT-PSIA//L PSIA/R
INTF RNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY CV CP VELOCITY
ENERGY OF S :U!.D
BTU/L BTUL/LB TU/L01-R RTU / Lb - R FT/SEC
56.40543 2672.51 162.7 -59.733 -26.903 0.61388 0.309 0.389 3948.
56.33061 2631.52 162.0 -59.303 -26.42q 0.61728 0.306 0.399 3933.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.32.96499 , 846.37 33.7
32.18682 837.69 31.9































































































































































































* INDICATES TWO PHASE 8OUNDARY
133
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITFOCGEN
14000 PSIA ISOBAR
TEMPFRATURE *DENSI TY
DEG R LB/ CU FT
ISOTHCRM ISOCHORE INTERNAL
.OERIVATIVF CERIVATIVE ENF RGY





8TU / LB - R FT/SIC
*147.859 57.2Q824 3045.23 198.0 -57.570 -12.324 0.6b471 0.291 0.359
150 57.18S44 2978.44 159.3 -56.890 -11.555 0.67988 0.287 0.300








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































10.9 239.951 382.040 1.38151 0.204 0.287 2692.
10.1 261.068 410.772 1.40133 0.206 0.288 2723-






















































THERMOOYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
160C00 PSIA ISnOAR
TEMPERATURE DENSITY ISOTHFRM ISCCHORE INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY CV CP VELOCITY
-
DERIVAIIVE DERIVATIVE CNtRGY OF S[UNDt
DEG R LU/ CU FT CU FT-oSIA/LU PSIA/R UTU/L8 BTU/LB 8TU/LB-R BTU / LB - R FT/SfC
*152.236 57.71551 3234.17 157.5 -56.521 -5.185 0.62937 0.282 0.347 4294.





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































12.5 *238.763 387.106 1.37128 0.204 0.2388 2807.
11.5 259.970 415.955 1.39119 0.207 0.289 2834.






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY CV CP VELOCITY.
ENERGY CF SOUNP
HTU/L8 BTU/LB BTU(/LO-R BTU / LB - R FT/SEC
-54.490 8.825 0.63745 0.267 0.327 4529.
-53.286 10.240 0.64614 0.264 0.332 4503.
-51.875 11.913 0.65613 0.261 0.337 4474.
-50.453 13.615 0.66599 0.259 0.343 4446.
-49.016 15.346 0.67575 0.258 0.349 4419.
-47.565 17.104 0.68538 0.257 0.354 4392.
-46.101 18.889 0.69490 0.256 0.359 4365.
-44.624 20.697 0.70429 0.i55 0.364 4337.
-43.13b 22.525 0.71355 0.254 0.367 4310.
-41.639 24.371 0.72267 0.254 0.371 4283.
-40.135 26.231 0.73163 - 0.253 0.373 4256.
-38.624 28.104 0.74044 0.252 0.375 4229.
-37.110 29.°85 0.74910 0.252 0.377 4202.
-35.592 31.874 0.75758 0.251 0.378 4175.
-34.073 33.768 0.76591 0.250 0.379 4148.
-32.554 35.665 0.77407 0.250 0.330 4122.
-31.036 37.564 0.78207 0.249 0.330 4096.
- 2 9.51q 39.464 0.73990 0.248 0.390 4C71.
-28.005 41.362 3.79757 0.248 0.330 4046.
-24.988 45.153 0.81244 0.246 0.379 3997.
-21.989 48.931 0.82670 0.245 0.377 3949.
-19.011 52.691 0.84037 0.243 0.375 3903.
-16.055 56.430 0.85349 0.242 0.373 3859.
-13.124 60.147 0.86609 0.240 0.370 3817.
-7.340 67.508 0.88985 0.237 0.366 3738.
-1.660 74.769 0.01186 0.234 0.361 3664.-
3.916 81.930 0.93233 0.231 0.356 3598.
9.392 8 8.o94 0.95143 0.228 0.351 3537.
14.773 95.966 0.96931 0.225 0.346 3481.
20.062 102.851 0.98610 0.223 0.342 3431.
25.265 109.653 1.00192 0.220 0.338 3335.
30.389 116.377 1.01687 0.218 0.334 3344.
35.437 123.029 1.03103 0.216 0.331 3306.
40.415 129.614 1.04447 0.214 0.329 3272.
45.329 136.135 1.05725 0.212 0.325 3241.
50.181 142.597 1.06945 0.211 0.322 3213.
54.977 149.004 1.C8110 0.209 0.319 3188.
59.721 155.359 1.09225 0.208 0.317 3165.
64.416 161.667 1.10294 0.207 0.314 3145.
75.964 177.249 1.12789 0.204 0.339 3102.
87.277 192.597 1.15064 0.202 0.3C5 3069.
98.397 207.750 1.17155 0.201 0.301 3043.
109.362 222.741 1.19090 0.200 0.298 3024.
120.201 237.599 1.20892 0.199 0.296 3011.
130.942 252.349 1.22578 0.199 0.294 3C01.
141.608 267.012 1.24164 0.199 0.293 2995.
152.220 281.608 1.25661 0.199 0.291 2992.
173.347 310.660 1.28430 0.200 0.2;0 2992.
194.433 339.613 1.30949 0.202 0.239 2999.
215.559 368.544 1.33265 0.204 .0.289 3012.
236.777 397.508 1.35412 0.206 0.290 3028.
258.123 426.543 1.37415 0.208 0.291 3047.
















































































































DEG R LB/ CU FT
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
ISOTH(ERM ISOCHORE INTERNAL
nFRIVATIVF DERIVATIVE ENERGY
CU FT-PSIAILB PSIA/R BTU/Ld
ENTHALPY ENTROPY CV CP
BTU/LB BTU/LB-R BTU / LB - R
*170.811 59.37793 4071.94 160.2 -52.049 25.917 0.64581 0.254 0.310 4803.

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DEG R LR! CU FT




C:i FT-PSIA/LU PSIA/R OTUi/L3
ENTHALPY ENTROPY CV CP VELOCITY
OF SOtjND
BTUO/I0 RTU/LU-K t-lU / LB - R FT/SEC
*180.465 60.18016 4520.71 161.9 -49.671 42.641 0.65285 0.247 0.300 5049.












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































* INDICATES TWO PHASE BOUNDARY
139
Ln .. , rl U 
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITRO1GEN
35000 PSIA ISOBAR
TEMPERATURE DENSITY ISOTHERM ISOCHORE
DCRIVATIVE nFRIV4TIVE






BTU / LB - R FT/SEC
4956.66 163.0 -47.317 59.076 0.65903 0.243 0.294 5269.
4947.78 163.3 -47.252 59.157 0.65946 0.243 0.294 5267.


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































* INDICATES TWO PHASE BOUNDARY
140
.I' 3
TIERMODOYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
40000 PSIA ISnnAR
TEMPERATURF DENSITY ISOTtHERm ISOCI(OPFE INTERNAL
DFR TIATlVE DERIVATIVE ENERGY





8TU / LB - R FT/SEC
*198.638 61.60412 5380.78 163.3
200 61.56244 5336.,52 164.7
205 61.40370 5181.85 169.0
-44.959 75.279 0.66465 0.242 0.290 5465.
-44.643 75.677 0.66664 0.243 0.293 5456.















































































































































































































































































































































































































TIIERqODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
45000 PSIA ISOPAR
TEMPERATURE DENSITY ISOTItERM ISOClIORE
DCRIVATIVE DERIVATIVE






BTU / LB - R FT/SEC
*207.245 62.24776 5794.27 163.0 -42.580 91.289 0.66987 0.243 0.288 · 5644.
210 62.16901 5704.17 165.6 -41.947 92.092 0.67171 0.245 0.294 5625.












































































































































































































































































































































































































* INDICATES TWO PHASE BOUNDARY
142








6198.26 162.0 -40.171 107.134 0.67480
6053.76 166.1 -39.158 108.424 0.68073
5901.17 169.8 -37.989 109.925 0.68747
5759.39 172.8 -36.793 111.469 0.6a426
5627.82 175.0 -35.574 113.052 0.70107
5505.86 176.5 -34.333 114.670 0.70789
5392.90 177.5 -33.072 116.321 0.71469
5288.35 178.0 -31.794 118.002 0.72148
5102.12 177.7 -29.192 121.439 0.73496
4942.69 176.1 -26.543 124.958 0.74824
4805.96 173.7 -23.857 128.538 0.76126
4688.26 170.5 -21.148 132.163 0.77398

































































































































































































































































































































































* INDICATES TWO PHASE BOUNDARY
143
60000 PSIA IsO8AR
TEMPERATURE OENSITY 1SOTlHERM ISOCHOKE
OERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE
DEG R LB/ CU FT CU FT-PSlAILl PSIA/R




*231.515 63.98574 6981.56 158.7 -35.247 138.396 0.68405 0.249 0.287 6104.








































































































































































































































































































































































* INDICATES TWO PHASE BOUNDARY
144
CV CP











T0U/L 8BTU/L 8 BTU/LH-R
CV CP VELOCI-TY
OF SCUNO
BTU / LB - R FT/SEC
7736.70 154.1 -30.182 169.169 0.69270 0.253 0.286 6367.
7621.28 157.4 -29.416 170.145 0.69663 0.256 0.292 6347.



















































































































































































































































47.8 231.722 531.918 1.25475 0.219 0.298 5037.
44.8 253.345 561.779 1.27535 0.220 0.299 5018.










































































THERMOOYNAtIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
80000 PSIA ISORAR
TEHPFRATURF DENSITY ISOT14ERM ISOCIHORE INTERNAL
DERIVATIVE DERTIArlVE ENERGY





BTU / L8 - R FT/SFC
*261.033 65.98863 R467.70 148.7 -24.986 199.511 0.70088 0.257 0.296 6608.








































































































































































































































































49.9 254.246 588.063 1.26431 0.222 0.300 5315.
































THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIrS OF NITROGEN
90000 PSIA ISORAR
TEMPERATURE DENSITY ISOTHERM ISOCH)RE INTERNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY CV CP VELOCITY
DORIVATIVE OERIVATIIVE ENERGY OF SOUrJO
DEG R LB/ CU FT CU FT-PSIA/LO PSIA/R 8TU/L8 FTU/LB 8TU/LB-R 8TU / L8 - R FT/SIC
*274.835 66.89418 9177.24 142.8 -19.680 229.461 0.70864 0.259 0.285 6831.













































































































































































































































































































* INDICATES TWO PHASE BOUNDARY
147
THFRMODYNAMIC PRnPERTIES OF NITROGEN
ono00000 PSIA ISnRAq
TFMPFRATIURr DONSITY ISOTHIFPM ISOCHORE INTERNAL
DEPIVATIVF DFRIVATIVE ENERGY





8TU / LB - R FT/SEC
*2n8.106 67.74978 9867.14 136.6 -14.280 259.047 0.71603 0.261 0.283 7040.
































































































































































































































































































4 INDICATES TWO PHASE BOUNDARY
148








CV . CP VELOCITY
OF SC OUD)
BTU / L8 - R FT/SEC
*300.°08 6. 56763 1053R;.68 130.1 -8.A05 288.290 0.72308 0.262 0.281 7238.













































































































































































































































































* INDICATES TWO PHASE BnUNDARY
149
TEMP R AT IRE
OEG R
DENSITY
THERMODYNAHIC PRnPERTIES OF NITROGEN
120000 PSIA ISOnAR
TFMPFRATURE DENSITY ISOTHERM ISnCtiOPE INTERNAL
DERIVATIVE DERIVATIVE ENERGY





8TU I LB - R FT/SEC
*313.2Q1 6o.3383n 11192.80 123.7 -3.269 317.709 0.72q79 0.262 0.278 7428.













































































































































































































































































* INDICATES TWO PHASE BOUNDARY
150
THEPNOOYNAMIC PRnPERTIES OF NITROGEN
130000oono PSIA ISnnhA
TEMPFRATtIRE nFNSITY ISnTfEFRM ISnCHnRE INTFRNAL ENTHALPY ENTROPY CV CP VELOCITY
nFRIVATIVE nFRIVATIVE FNFIUrY 
- OF SOUND
DEG R LO/ CU FT CU FT-PSIA/LO PSIAIR HITUI/LH RTU/Ln RTU/LR-R BTU f LB - R FT/SEC
*375.296 70.0so5' 11830.21 117.7 2.316 345.819 0.7O620 0.261 0.275 7603.
340 69.92241 11323.63 132.5 .5.609 349.974 0.74869 0.270 0.290 7506.
360 6q.66709 10731.93 147.6 10.400 355.947 0.76576 0.279 0.307 7396.
3S0 69.37468 1023n.05 157.6 15.214 362.216 0.78270 0.784 -0.320 7305.
400 63.05372 9827.36 163.7 20.094 368.710 0.79936 0.287 0.329 7229.
420 68.71 069 946S.59 166.9 .25.013 375.,30 O.81560 0.288 .0.336 7i65.
440 68.351q8 9201.9q 167.9 29.948 382.144 0.83136 0.267 0.341 7111.
460 67.90841 8969.36 167.4 34.qP0 388. q0 0.84657 0.286 0.344 7066.
480 67.60646 8771.q99 165.8 39.796 395.875 0.H6122 0.284 0.345 7077.
500 67.22736 8610.60 163.5 44.687 402.774 0.87.531 0.281 0.345 69,94.
520 66.P4768 8473.13 160.7 49.545 409.665 0.98882 0.278 0.344 6965.
540 66.46940 8356.65 157.5 54.365 416.535 0.90178 0.276 0.343 694C.
560 66.093n7 8257.11 154.3 59.145 423.373 0.91422 0.273 0.341 6918.
580 65.72243 8171.28 .150.9 63.885 430.171 0.92615 0.270 0.339 6899.
600 65.35553 8006.52 147.5 68.582 436.925 0.93759 0.267 0.337 6881.
650 64.46127 7945.34 139.4 80.150 453.602 0.96430 0.260 0.331 6945.
700 63.60158 7827.45 131.8 91.4q5 469.933 0.98858 0.254 .0.325 6815.
750 62.77701 7732.68 125.0 102.617 486.099 1.01080 0.248 0.320 6789.
800 61.98476 7650.45 118.9 113.581 501.954 1.03128 0.244 0.315 6767.
850 61.22264 7577.15 113.3 124.409 517.616 1.05027 0.240 0.311 6746.
900 60.48815 7510.82 103.4 135.128 533.110 1.C6799 0.237 0.308 6727.
950 59.77893 7449.34 103.9 145.763 548.472 1.08460 0.235 ;0.306 6708.
1000 59.09287 7392.00 99.8 156.350 563.729 1.10025 0.233 0.304 6690.
1100 57.78303 7287.73 92.7 177.419 594.034 1.12914 C.230, 0.302 6656.
1200 56.54649 7195.59 86.6 198.464 624.199 1.15537 0.229 0.301 6625.
1300' 55.37405 7114.40 81.3 219.573 654.311 1.17949 0.228 0.301 6595.
1400 54.25964 7043.40 76.7 240.805 684.480 1.20184 0.229 0.302 6567.
1500 53.19472 6981.91 72.6 262.199 714.748 1.22273 0.229 0.303 6543.
t INnICATES TWO PHASE BOUNDARY
151
TIFPHMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES or NITROGEN
140000 PSIA ISOBAR
TEMPERATURE nENSITY




















































































OnCHIRE INTERNAL ENTIIALPY ENTPOPY, CV CP VELOCITY
IVA IVE FNERGY OF SOUNO
PSIA/R 8UTU/LT BTU/LTU -R 8TU / LB - R FT/SEC
110.7 7.940 374.134 0.74732 0.259 0.271 7773.






















































































































































































* INOICATES TWO PHASE SOUNnARY
TIiERMnOYNAMIC PPnPrRTIES OF NITROGEN
150000 PSIA ISOnAR
TEMPFRATUPF DENSITY i ISOTITFPM ISOCIIO1RE INTFRNAL
nFRIVATIVE DERIVA T I VE ENF RGY































OF S01 I Nl
BTU / LR - R FT/SEC
71.4q420 13057.06 104.3 13.5o4 402.167 0.74817 0.257 0.268





































































































































































































































ADDITIONAL THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN
IN BRITISH UNITS
(The number of significant figures given in the table is not
on the basis of the uncertainty of the data-, but is
presented to maintain internal consistency.)
justified
THfRMODYNAMIC PRflP[RT IES nF SATURAl LC N1lIlGEIN
TEMPERATURE DENSITY VICH/OVI V(CP/DU) V(CP/OV)
P V T
DEG. R LB/CU FT BTU/L3 PSIA-CU FT/BTU PSIA
113.666 54.17395 195.57 20.P89 -108020.01
0.04214 27.93 2.159 -1.80
114 54.13080 195.27 20.647 -106773.76
O.C4347 28.00 2.159 -1,86
116 53.e6923 193.04 19.377 -99703.77
0.0C5220 28,44 2.159 -2.27
118 53.60271 190.32 18.352 -93265.73
0.06226 28.87 2.159 -2.74
120 53.33123 187.25 17.507 -87388.93
0.07377 29.30 2.160 -3.29
122 53.C548C 183.96 16.796 -82011.01
0.08689 29.71 2.160 -3.92
124 52.77349 180.56 16.187 -77076.81
0.10174 30.11 2.160 -4.65
126 52.48735 177.11 15.655 -72537.59
C.11847 30.51 2.160 -5.47
128 52.19646 173.66 15.183 -68350.18
0.13724 30.89 2.161 -6.40
130 51.90091 170.25 14.759 -64476.43
0.15820 31.26 2.162 -7.45
132 51.60079 166.91 14.372 -6C882.56
0.18151 31.61 2.162 -8.62
134 51.2961E 163.64 14.014 -57538.74
0.20734 31.96 2.163 -9.93
136 5C.98715 160.46 13.679 -54418.67
0.23586 32.2S 2.164 -11.38
138 50.67377 157.36 13.364 -51499.12
0.26724 32.60 2.165 -12.98
139.224 50.47977 155.51 13.178 -49801.77
0.28795 32.79 2.166 -14.03
140 50.35607 154.36 13.063 -48759.70
0.30167 32.90 2.166 -14.73
142 5C.03410 151.44 12.776 -46182.46
0.33935 33.18 2.168 -16.66
144 49.70786 148.60 12.498 -43751.67
0.38046 33.45 2.170 -18.75
146 49.37734 145.84 12.229 -41453.56
0.42521 33.70 2.171 -21.03
148 49.04251 143.14 11.967 -39276.06
0.47382 33.93 2.173 -23.49
15C 48.70332 140.51 11.712 -37208.67
0.52649 34.15 2.175 -26.14
152 48.35969 137.93 11.462 -35242.18
0.58347 34.35 2.178 -28.98
154 48.01153 135.40 11.217 -33368.58
0.64499 34.92 2.180 -32.03
156 47.65873 132.91 10.977 -31580.87
0.71131 34.68 2.183 -35.28
158 47.30114 130.46 10.741 -29872.96
0.78268 34.82 2.186 -38.74
160 46.93860 128.03 10.508 -28239.49

























































TlERHODYNAMIC PRtIpfR IIES or SAIURATFD NITROGEtN
1EMPFRATURE DENSITY V( ttl/DV I V(Crpou) V(CP/DVI IDV/OT) /V
P V T P
nic. R LB/CU FT DIilI/lB PSIA-CU FT/TLJT PSIA DF.G. R
162 46,.57094 125.64 10.230 -266175.PO O.C04C688
0.o416S 35.04 2.193 -4o.26 0.C085757
164 46.19796 123.26 10.054 -25177.76 0.C041723
1.02994 35.11 2.197 -50.32 0.C086760
166 45.81944 120.90 9,832 -23741.74 0.0042819
1.12445 35.17 2.201 -54.58 0.00C1397
168 45.43512 118.55 9.613 -22364.53 0.C043982
1.22555 35.21 2.205 -59.03 C.GC89180
170 45.04476 116.22 9.397 -21043.23 0.C045219
1.33364 35.22 2.209 -63.66 o0.c09619
177 44.648C4 113.88 9.183 -19775.25 0.0046538
1.44910 35.21 2.214 -63.46 0.0092229
174 44.24466 111.55 8.973 -18558.23 0.0047948
1.57238 35.1g 2.219 -73.42 0.C094026
176 43.93427 10Q.22 8.764 -173q0.01 0.0049460
1.70394 35.14 2.225 -78.52 o.C096027
178 43.41648 106.88 8.558 -16268.59 0.0051084
1.8443C 35.06 2.230 -83.74 0.0098255
180 42.99088 104.53 8.355 -151 2.10 0.0052835
1.99403 34.97 2.236 -89.07 0.0100736
182 42.55659 102.17 8.153 -14158.77 0.0054729
2.15377 34.86 2.242 -94.46 0.0103499
184 42.1143C 99.80 7.953 -13166.95 0.0056786
2.32 41C 34.72 2.249 -99.90 0.0106582
106 41.66222 97.42 7.755 -12215.04 C.C05S027
2.5061C 34.56 2.256 -105.34 '0.0110027
188 41.2000e 95.01 7.558 -11301.54 0.0061483
2.70036 34.32 2.263 -110.75 0.0113837
190 40.72713 92.57 7.363 -10425.00 .CC0064197
2.S0796 34.18 2.271 -116.08 0.0118227
192 40.24249 90.11 7.169 -9554.06 0.0057132
3.13CC4 33.96 2.279 -121.26 0.0123126
194 39.74516 87.61 6.975 -8777.41 0.0070521
3.36789 33.72 2.287 -126.24 C.0128682
196 39.23392 85.07 6.782 -8003.85 0.0074271
3.62302 33.45 2.295 -130.94 C.C135l13
198 38.70737 82.49 6.588 -7262.27 0.0078520
3.89716 33.17 2.304 -135.27 U.C142293
200 38.16380 79.86 6.395 -6551.66 C.0C83391
4.1923e 32.87 2.314 -139.13 0.0150712
202 37.60112 77.17 6.200 -5871.14 O.C89CU4
4.51107 32.54 2.324 -142.40 0.0160542
204 37.01675 74.41 6.004 -5219.98 0.0095592
4.85622 32.20 2.334 -144.95 0.0172145
206 36.40747 71.57 5.806 -4597.64 0.0103428
5.23140 31.84 2.344 -146.60 0.0186019
208 35.76914 68.65 5.605 -4003.74 0.0112918
5.64108 31.46 2.355 -147.17 0.0202866
210 35.09634 65.63 5.400 -3438.17 0.0124(6C
6.C9096 31.07 2.367 -146.41 C.0223714
1S6
TlER.MODYNAMIC FPRIPF.FT i ES UIF SATURAITO N ITRUGEN
IEMPFRATURE DENSITY


























































O. O PSlA ISOPAR
TEMPFRATIIRF DFNSITY V( OI/OV)




125 o.ol 01 30.06






























































* INOICATFS TWO PHASE BOUNDIARY








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TI4PMODYNA4IIC PRnPCETI5 orF NITROCI;EN
I PS0i, ISniAR
TFMPFRATURF TrNSITY





















































































































































































































































































THFRMflYNAM IC PRI'IPFR Ti :S nF N ITIPOGrN
5 PSIA ISn0AR
T1EMPFPATURr niENSITY




* 124.636 52.638 0)4


















































































































































































































































































































* INDICATES TWtI PHASE ,OIIIN)APY
161
TIIrRM{H(lYNAMIC PROPrRTErS OF NIIHlOGrN
10 PSIA ISAnnA



































































































































































































































































































































































TtHERMOnYNAMIC PRflP[:RTIES OF NlTRKnGcN
1 4 . 6 96 PSIA IS.08AR
TEMPrPATUJRC DENSITY



































































3non ,. 012 78
3500 0.01096




















































































































































































































* INDICATES TWO PHASE OOU'JDAPY
163
TIFRMOIOYNJIAIC PRnPFRTIFS or NITRor.rN
15 PSIA ISInRNP
TF MPFP ATUJRE FN S I TY
DEG. R Ln/Cil FT








































































































































































































































































































































































* INDICATES Twn PiiASr BOUNOARY
164
wIITRMo10YNAMIC PRnPERT!FS OF NITROirN
20 PSIA ISnlOAR
TFMPFRATUPF PONSITY









































































































































VU7P/OUI V(OP/OVI (nv/nT I /V
V T P
1.-CU FT/[lTU PS'A DCC. R




1. Y~.7f:_ 6tf. - 0 °? O.f)02929
13.833 -56044.04 0.0030306






























































* INOICATFS TWO' PH1SE BOUNDARY
165
TIHiRM'IDYNAMIlC PROPiRTIES OF NlTROGEN
'25 PSIA ISnnAR
TF.PFRATIRPF r.NSITY V(,DH/ nVI
P
nEG. R LB/ICU rF BTU/Ln





















































































































































































































































































































































































V( P/Ou V( r/DVo) (DV/DT) IV
V T P









































































































































* INDICATFS TWO PH4SF B)tINnOARY
167
35 PSIA I11A1 :.
TrMPFRATtLIF nD.NSITY
OFG. R LB/CtI FT
THrRMOlOYNAM1C PRflPrRTIES OF NITROGTN
V(0Ill/nv vinDr/OL ) vl rnP/n
p V
'TU/Lnl OSIA-CU FT/BTU PSIA































































































































































































































































































































































































TiIF'PMlOIYNAMIC PRlPPIFTIES OF NITR')GEN
40 PSIA 1S0rAP
TFMPEPATURr DENSITY





130 5. ° )?6qb





































































































































VIDP/rO) v (P/ovl (Ov/nOT /V
V T P
PSIA-CU FT/RTU PSIA onE. R
20.679 -105042.09 0.0023763
19.9n S -103584.37 0.0024113
17. 4() -877-1,.01 0.0025S35
15.46s -75132.21 0.0027100
14.709 -64813.34 0.0028(63




























































1.723 -40.03 O. Ou03947
1.6712 -40.02 0.00n0331
1.638 -40.02 0.0002856
* INOICATFS TWO PHASF ROUNDARY
169
TItFRMODYNAMIC PRtOPrTIIrS nF NITROGEN
45 PSIA ISn^r.
V(DP/lDUI VIOP/DVI (OV/DT) /V
V T P













































































































































54. 1 7 16S
54 . 306





































































































































TtlERMOnYNAMIC PlROPRT[E£S OF NITR:lCGN
SO PSIA ISrIn"q
TFMPFRATURE PFNSITY
rCC. R LVI/CU FT










































































































































V(DiOP/Di) V{D P/IVI IPV/rT I /V
V T P





















































































































* InlICATirs TWO PHSSF ROIJIOnAPY
171
T1IFRMIIOYNAMIC PRnPFR-TIrS OF NITRnGEN
6O PSIA IS(llmAP
TF'PEfATURF OfNSITY
orG. R Lt/CII F'
* 113. 831 54. 19 
11 54. 010
120 .3.h656













































































































































































































































































































































































































* ItFnFCATFS TWO PHASE InlIJPAPY
172
THIFPYODYNAMIC PROPFRTIES OF NITROGEN
70 PSIA ISnfRP
TEMPF:RATUPRE E[NSITY












































































































































V(IDIP/DUI V lC'/OV) (DV/OTI /V
V T P
IA-CU FT/8TU PSIA DEG. R
20.522 -10ni078.2n 0.0023,90
19.765 -103024.12 0.00()Z4014
17. 49 -RR8120.07 0.0025476
15.7991 -1S452.04 0.0026'79
14. A4. -6517?.78 0.008n536
13.773 -565550.3 0.00%0059










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THERMODYNAMIC PRnPCRlES OFr NllROGFN
90 PSIA ISnBAR
TIFMPRATIJRE OINSITY

















































































































































































































* INDICATES TWl PHASE ROUNIARY
175
THFRMODYNAMIC PR!IPFRTIfS or NITRi(]GN
100 PSIA IsflnR
TF MPr RATURF DENSITY
nEG. R Lli/CU rT






























































































































































































































































































































































* INDICATFS TWO PHASE RrtUNOAPY
176
THtERM1iOYNAMIC I'RNPERTIES or NIT80nGrN
150 PSIA I S8RIA
TFkIP'RATURF DFrNSITY
n[G. R Ln/CII rT
1114.076 54. 10566
115 54.077'0







































































































































VI(P/nU) V(nP/DV) (OV/OTI /V
V T p


































































1.7?7 -150.41 0. C)C3990
1.675 -150.35 0.0003326
1.640 -150.30 0.0002952
* INDICATFS TWO PMI4SF BOIUNDOARY
177
S
TIIHRMDllYNAM IC PRrPr' RTIFS nF NlI TPrFN
?2O PSIsA tsniw,
TFMPrRATURr OENSITY V(nl{/DV) V(OP/o)u Vl np/nv (OV/DoT /v
P v r P
DECr. LR/Cl! FT rTIl/tIR SIA-CU FT/BITU PSI T DE0. R
*114.712 54.20141 19q.24 ]0. f69 -loq?47.36 0.0033176
115 54.10.13 198.41 19.377 -105197.0') 0.00'35')'.
120 53.44107 191.'7 17.050 -89546.11 0.0025011
125 57. 766z 9 18' . 5 15. 551 -76837.32 0. 00364$ 
130 52.0r360 174.15 14.473 -h6647.10 0.0027943
135 51.I1'30 165.A' 13.6'1 -57843.46 0.0029415
140 50. 54345 15 . 06 12. 8"5 -50672.71 0.0010161
145 49.74740 150.Q4 12.243 -44379.41 0.003?554
10SO 4n.?2 366 144.04 11.6 1 -3R0?2.48 0.0034?57
155 - 48.07075 137.66 11.0oS -34081R.93 0.0016124
160 47.18510 131.46 10.503 -2975q.99 0.0039218
165 46.269Q3 125.3° 9.964 -25847.21 0.0040614
170 45.30505 11.37 Q.479 -22201.?6 0.0043411
175 44.20651 111.29 .0?S5 -10044.20 0.0046742
190 43.23091 107.09 t.419 -16069.73 0.0050901
195 4?.0os15 100.67 7.915 -13332.03 0.0055;01
190 40. 86991 9).Q7 7.408 -10807.01 0.0062531
195 30. 52446 96.64 6.899 -8460.67 0.00719948
*l16.0o0 39.21053 84.a n 6.773 -7969.75 0.0074451
t 196.0 0 0 3.63495 33.44 2.206 -131.14 0.0135324
200 3.45sq9 35.19 2.?'7 -138.65 0.0119495
?05 3.27081 37.25 2.293 -146.27 0.0130453
210 3.11229 39.24 2.299 -152.36 0.004270
215 2. 07537 41.12 2.293 -157.35 0.0086022
220 2,85497 42.93 2.297 -161.54 0.0079423
22' 2.74766 44,60 2.296 -165.10 0.007399s
230 ?.650o6 4,.40 2.295 -169.17 0.0069441
235 2.56305 48.07 2.294 -170.84 0.0065546
240 2,4A255 49.71 2.2q2 -173.19 0.0062170
245 2.40839 51.32 2.290 -175.28 0.0059200
250 2.33n70 52.91 2.239 -177.13 0.0056594
250 2.21610 56.03 2.785 -180.30 0.0057123
270 2.10752 5Q.07 ?.781 -182.8n 0.0048457
280 2.01102 62.06 2.277 -185.05 0.0045375
290 1.92440 65.01 2.273 -186.87 0.0042738
300 1.84605 A7.91 2.269 -188.42 0.0040447
3?0 1.70934 73.6? 2.262 -190.92 0.0036646
340 1.50o55 70.23 2.256 -132.81 0.0033599
360 1.49385 84.76 2.2~0 -194.28 0.0031036
390 1.4n086 90.22 2.244 -195.45 0.0028969
400 ].}3014 95.63 2.239 -106.39 0.0027153
420 1.26187 100.09 2.235 -17.15 0.0025575
440 1.20064 106.31 2.231 -197.78 0.0024198
460 1.14538 111.60 2.227 -198.30 0.0032957
4q0 1.09521 116.96 2.223 -108.74 0.0021855
500 1.04043 12?.11 2.220 -199.10 0.0020362
5?0 1.00746 127.33 2.217 -199.41 0.0019962
540 0.96034 132.54 2.214 -109.67 0.0019141
560 0.93316 137.74 2.271 -199.89 0.0018389
580 0. 00! 0 142.03 2.208 -200.08 C.0017697
600 0.86936 14q.12 2.205 -200.25 C.0017059
650 0.80118 161.11 2.197 -200.56 0.0015655
700 0.74311 174.14 2.139 -200.78 0.0014473
750 0.69302 187.27 2.179 -200.93 0.0013464
800 0.64936 200.53 2.168 -201.03 0.0012589
850 0.61013 213.95 2.156 -201.10 C.0011O325
900 0.57695 227.55 2.142 -201.15 0.0011150
950 0.54641 241.36 2.129 -201.18 0.0010549
1000 0.51o04 255.39 2.112 -20.19l 0.0010011
1100 0.47184 784.07 2.079 -201.19 C.0009097
1200 0.43256 313.59 2.043 -201.17 0.000R321
1300 0. 3934 343.89 2.008 -201.14 0.0007676
)400 0.370n8 374.93 1.974 -201.11 0.0007124
1500 0.34622 406.35 1.942 -201.07 0.0006647
2000 0.25991 569.32 1.811 -200.88 0.0004083
2500 0.2?008 736.13 1.729 -200.73 0.00039R7
3000 0.173K0 403.48 1.676 -200 f.2 0.0003324
3500 0.1478 n1070.35 1.641 -200.53 0.0002150
· INDICAT.TS TW PHAtSE nUNOARY
178
TIHERMlDY NAMIC PRlOPrRTIF' OF NITP GEFI
250 PSIA ISn'1PR
TFmrrrRATIIPF nENSITY
DFG. R LP/CIl rT
*114.348 54.711?9





















































































































































































































































































* INnlCATES TWO PHASE B'RIIOAPY
179
THElRMMIOYNAMIC PROPFRTIES nF NITROGEN
300 PSIA lSlnIAo
TE-rPRATUkRF DENSITY


































































































































































































































































































































































TtlFRMlOYNAMIC PROPFRTIFS nF NlTrFnEN
3~0 PSIA ITSrPA,
TEMPfrATIJPF lENSITY
OFG. R LB/CU FT
*114.610 44.2277 8
115 A4. 17n67
120 5. - 53171
1i0 52.160q3
I . s c1. 44371


















































































































































































































































































* lInr)CATFS TWO PHASr 8OUrInAPY
181
TVEPHMDlYNhMl!C PRnprRTI Fs or FNITPOGFN
400 PSIA I SOBA3R
V(r ll/nv) v( ['/nllI
P V






















































































































































































































































































TIItFRM YNyY AMIC. PRT)PFqTIF 5 OF N I 'TP)GFEN
450 P51A I5lniwR^
TFtprR .TIIPF OFNSI'Y
nEG. R L1/Cll FT
*1 4.0 A0 54. 24360
11r 5 4 . G3002
120 83.-Q710
l~ ? r,5?.9139




































































































































VIr)P/Co) vnrP/Ov) (nv/nl I /V .
V T P




































































































































































































* IE'nlCATFS, TWO PHAISF ,IIlNDARY
183
` 1I I L.. ...S 
o00 PS IA I snfAQR
TE PE RAT IRF nFNSITY
DEG. R L8/CI) FT


































































































































































































V( OP/mOUI V(DP/DV} IOV//nT) /V
V T P

































































































































































































* INnICATES TWn PHASS BIOUNnAPRY
1.i4
t
TI.rRMODYNAMIC PROPCRTI FS OF NlITRpnCGN
~no PSlh IS1baR
TFMPFRATIrF nfNSITY
OFO. R LR/CU FT












































































































































































































































































































































































































































TtlRMOPnYNA^41C PRnPrRTIrS On NITPnCFN






































































































































































































































































* INNICATES TWO PH4AS r ROUNrOAPY
186
TIIFRM(inYNAMIC PRIIPFRTIFS nF NITPOGFN
60o PSIA SOnnAP
TFMrnERATIJURF ENSlTv





































































































































V(nP/Dtl) V( OP/nV ()uV/OTr /v
V T P




















































































































































































































































































































































* INDICATESl TWO PlIAS r BOUNnAPY
188
THIERMnDYNAMIC POPrrRTTrs Onr Nl TPocrN
750 PSIA iSnOAR
V OP/nu ) V(OP/nvi (Ov/nDT /V
V T P
PSIA-ClI FT/BTU PSIA OFG. R
17.572 -109170.33 0.00?2007
15.o'4 -os,,.574 0.00?3153
14.654 -82601 .48 0.0024477
1 .754 -72177.31 0.0025775



















































































































































































































































































































































































































*V(cP/DU) V(DP/nv! (nv/nDT /V
V T P































































































































































TIIFPMOOYNAMIC PRnPrRIIES OF NITR(GCFN
!FNSITY V(DHI/OV)I VnP/U) V (P/DV) (DV/DT) /V
P V T P
LR/Ctl FT RTU/LI PSIA-CII FT/BTU PSIA OEG. R
54. 7! 07 212.49 17.052 -10947f,.51 0.0021762
53.Rq??9 206.53 )5.650 -97734.86 0.00?2720
53.22779 197.58 14.476 -84287.54 0.00S3o77
s2.57642 188.46 13.579 -73727.74 0.0025236
5 i . ' i ,,. i i . -i 4 -64 i uI0. 02I ; .C4 4
51.72038 171.89 12.382 -57501.07 0.0027720
50.4R?01 164.67 11.84q -51263.28 0.00?sQ58
49.74073 154.06 11.376 -45749.92 0.0030220
48.079q7 151.04 10.9'3 -40878.50 0.003!532
49.10612 146.?1 10.434 -36573.05 0.0037925
47.30160 140.75 10.055 -32502.30 0.0034430
46.56n86 135.47 9.635 -29020.43 0.0036078
45.71091 130.31 9.274 -25758.79 0.0037906
44.q302] 125.22 8.821 -22771.23 0.003q953
41.A1865 120.16 8.427 -20029.63 0.0042269
42.07241 115.08 P.041 -17511.14 0.00449[16
41.98667 109.05 7.661 -15196.23 0.0047978
40.Q5S74 104.73 7.296 -13067.64 0.0051574
39.87156 o9.40 6.915 -11109.91 0.0055877
38.72379 93.90 6.545 -9309.54 0.0061150
37.497e2 88.18 6.173 -7655.65 0.0067798
36.17'22 82.19 5.705 -6141.21 0.0076480
34.71R'9 75.88 5.406 -4765.01 0.0098299
33.08553 69.21 5.000 -3534.70 0.0105164
31.21030 62.24 4.571 -2471.86 0.0130330
28.98'66 55.26 4.121 -1618.05 0.0168124
26.32840 40.08 3.677 -1029.00 0.0216846
23.384?2 44.92 3.311 -714.?9 0.0252438
18.2265q 42.75 2.953 -539.53 0.0229743
14.94099 44.52 2.847 -555.73 0.0169157
12.90996 47.62 2.703 -605.83 0.0126653
11.58468 51.09 2.756 -652.95 0.0100504
10.52628 54.64 2.725 -691.94 0.0083587
9.10694 61.67 2.675 -749.56 0.0063364
R.12435 68.51 2.633 -789.01 0.0051726
7.38534 75.16 2.597 -817.28 0.0044120
6.80008 81.64 2.566 -838.34 0.0038721
6.32004 87.99 2.538 -854.48 0.0034665
5.91618 94.21 2.514 -867.14 0.0031490
5.56O82 100.32 2.492 -877.24 0.0029925
5.26825 106.35 2.472 -885.41 0.0026802
5.00248 112.29 2.455 -892.10 0.0025011
4.76590 118.17 2.439 -897.62 0.0023476
4.55351 123.03 2.424 -902.22 0.0022142
4.36147 129.74 2.411 -906.06 0.0020971
4.18675 1?5.46 2.398 -909.29 0.0019933
4.n26?2 141.14 2.336 -o12.02 0.001006
3.88002 146.7 8 2.375 -914.33 0.0018170
3.55934 160.78 2.350 -018.68 0.0016403
3.29117 174.70 2.327 -921.57 0.0014979
3.05294 188.59 2.305 -023.47 0.0013803
2.56516 202.53 2.234 -924.68 0.0012913
2.693o6 216.54 2.252 -925.41 0.0011965
7.54278 230.69 2.241 -925.79 0.0011231
2.40741 244.97 2.219 -925.93 0.0010587
2.2F,'61 259.43 2.197 -925.88 0.0010017
2.07901 288.88 2.153 -925.44 C.0009053
1.90670 319.05 2.109 -924.72 0.000R266
1.76146 349.89 2.066 -923.87 0.0007609
1.63706 381.33 2.026 -922.96 0.0007053
1.52931 413.79 1.989 -922.05 0.0006575
1.1 191 577.85 1.842 -917.93 0.0004023
0.92460 745.60 1.751 -914.83 0.0003942
0.77243 913.53 1.693 -912.52 0.0003290
0.66335 1080.77 1.655 -910.77 0.0002824
* INlOICTES Twn PHASF nOUNOAPY
191
Tlir.RMIlDYNAMIC PROP8PTIES nF iJITRnGEN
1000 PSIA ISOBrAR
TEMPrRATtlPF OENSITY V(OI/OnV)
rFG. R Lq/CuI FT BTII/Lil
*116.371 "4.33011 714.40















































600 . 4.30329 146.
650 3. 4967 160.
700 3.6471 9 174.














3500 0.730 09 1082.






































vIDP/OUI VIOP/DV) (DV/OT) /V
V T P






































































TIERMHODYNAMIC PRflPFRTIFS nr-F NITRo)GrN
1100 PSIA iSn0AR
TFMPFRATURiE i rjSITY
DFG. P LR/Ctl FT
*116.638 54.35744














































































































































































































































































































































* INDICATFS TWO PHASE BOUNlDARY
193
TlIFRMOOYNAMIC PROPfRTIES OF NITROGEN
1200 PSl ISAOP&R
TEMPFRATURF DENSITY






































































































































V{DP/OUI V(OP/OVI {OV/DTf /V
V T P














































































































* INDICATES TWO PHASFl RrUIUDARY
194
i.,
TIHERM1DYNAMIC PRIOPRTIrS rlF NITR IIGEN
1300 PSIA ISOI.5N
TEMPFR TURF OFNSITY
[FC,. R LB/CU FT
117.172 5 4. 14q
120 S4.06959
125 43.474?9

































































































































V(OP/0UI) V(tIP/DV) (nV/DT) /V
V T P













































































































































































































V( OP/Oln V(D P/DVI (D)V/OTI /V
V T P














































































































INDICATES TWO PHASC ROUNDARY
196
THFRnnOYNAMIC PRnPIRTIrs OF NITPOGFN
1500 PSIA ISnRAR
TrmPFRATIIRF DENSITY






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TIER rMOnYNAMIC PRnPPERTI FS










































































































































































































* INnlCATES TWO PHASF BOUNDARY
PSIA-CU FT/RTUJ PS1 
191s
THrPMOOYNAMIC PRnP[RTIES OF NITROC,rN
1700 PSIA ISOAnR
TEMPFRATIIRF nUNSITY








































































































































































































































































































THERMl1OYNAMIC PRnPrRTIFS OF NI IROGFN
lq00 PSIA ISOBAR
V(IP/DU) ' V(OP/oV)  (V/PT) /V
T P

















































































































































































































































































































































Ti4FRMnDYNAMIC PRnPI'RTIES OF NITROGCN
1900 PSIA ISOBAR
TC MPEPRTURF DnNSITY



























































































































































V(OPltl ) V(OP/fV) (D/Onr) /V
V T P
DSIA-Cl! F/HBTtJ PSIA DEG. R
14.300 -112038.39 0.0019601

























































































































































































































































































































































































































TIrRinMDYNAMIC PRfPlFRTIES nF NITROGFN
7o00 PSIA IsOB^R
TEMPERATU(RF OFNSITY





































































































































V( DP/ODIl V(OP/OVI (D V/OT) /V
V T P













































































































* INDIAITFS TWn PHASE BOUNDOARY
203







































































































































V(nP/(U) V(DP/DV) (V/D) I /V
V T P






















































































































































THtRMO)nYNAMIC PRnPFRTIFS OF NIIRnGEN
3500 PSIA lSOB4R
TEFPFPATURr nFNSITY
























































































































































































































































































































TliERMnDYNAMIC PROPERTIES nF NITPOGEN
4000 PSIA ISORAR
TFMPFRATUPF DENSITY





























































V( LtH/'V I V( nP/OD ) V(DP/DV)
P V
T RTlI/LR PSlA-CU FT/BTU PSIA
8 271.07 '1*1.415











































































































































































































































































































TIIFR MO)YNAMIC PRO)PFRTIFS or NI TRGtFN
4500 PSIA ISrnAR
TEMPERATUIRE DNS I TY






















































































































































































































































INDICATFS TWO PHASE BOUNDARY
20?




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































V(OP/rUI V(DP/DV)' (DV/DT) /V
V T P











































































































































































* INDICATES TW0 PHASE BOUNDARY
Z,10
T
THERMOOYNAMIC PROPEPTIFS OF NITROGEN
R000 PSIA ISOBIAR
TEMPFRATIIRf OFNSITY
OEG. R LB/CU FT
*134.060 55.93113
135 55. 8628
14n ss 1- 787
145 55. l,6,3




















































































































V(OP/IDU V({OP/DVI (DV/ODT /V
V T P
IA-CU FT/i!TU PSIA DEG. R
9.541 -13q4n1.39 0.0012078
9.593 -137451.04 0.0012231












































































































* INDICATES TWO PHASE BOUNDARY
THERMnDYNAMIC PROPFRTIrS nF NITRnGCN
9000 PSIA 1SnBAR
TFMPFRATLuRF DENSITY








































































































































































































































* INDICATES TWO PHASE BOUNDARY
212
1(FRMODDYNAMIC PROPFRTIES OF NITROGEN
10000 PSIA ISOBAR
TEMPrRATIURF OFNSITY






















































































































V(OP/DU) V(CP/OVI (DV/DT) /V
V T P


































































* INDICATES TWO PHASE BOUNDARY
21-3
T11FPMIl0YNAMIC PRnFRTIFS nOF NITfROlN
17000 PSI A IS8nlhR
OnFSITTY VIO/llnVI vInP/Dnul
P V






































34.63098 ' 262.Q8 5.3q4

































































































































































































150- n . ~.... I.... I I I . I I
TIHFPMnOYNAMIC PROPFRTIFS nr NITRnGEN
14000 PSIA ISnnAQ
TEMPFRATIISF nENSITY



















































































































V( DP/DU ) V( P/OVI (OV/OT) /V
V T P
























































* INDICATES TWO PHASE BOUNOARY
215
I . I I I - I I'll I . -





V(O'/OLul V(nOP/OV) (oV/OnT /V
V T r
IA-CU FT/NTTU PSIA 0E(. R
* S12.236 S7. 71 1 41 O.58 9. 64 -1nhh61 .67 o.0oo0440




























































































































































































































































































































T F PR ITIIRF OfN %I TY
nEC.. R LB/Ct r-T
*156.515 58. I 7












































900 28. 9g S9g
950 27.94125





























































V(oPf/I)u V(nP/OVI (nV/)rTI /V
V T P







11. 1'7 -168400.33 O. 000e9 72
II.?27 -11,1015.?4 O.C010?64
11.365 -1560%6.8? 0. Oo10600












































































* INDICATFS TWO PHASF BOUNDARY













































































































V( DP/nv) (nV/0T ) /V
T P

































































































































































TiiFRMnDYNAMIC PRNPFRTIES OF NITROGEN
25000 PSIt ISOBAR
TErMPERATURF nFNSI'Y
DFG. R 18/Cl C1
*170.811 '5.3770o
175 59.20q14
















































V( nil lv I
T 8TU/LR PSI






3 468.40 10.627 -241783.17 0.0006625





































































































































































































































































































































































































S I ^-CU FT/1BTU
Vl P/r)V (DV/OT /V
T P
PSI DEGC. R














































































































































* INDICATES TWO PHASE BOUNDARY
220
THFRMOr)YNAMIC PROPSRTIES OF NITRnGFN
35000 OSIA ISORA"i
TEMPFRATItJo nFNSITY
















































VIn l/OvI V(oP/M.i) V(orP/DV
p V




544.61 11.000 -301950.24 0.0005319
843.86 11.013 -3013h6.87 O.000O41R

















































































































































































* INDICATES TWO PHASE 0OUNnARY
2=1
THrRMIIrYNAMIC PROIPERTIES'OF NTRnOGEN
40000 PSIA Isn %ep
nFNFSITY V(DIr/DVl
P
LR/CIl FT RT11/1t eSp
*1 R. 6R s61.h0412 589.49 10.9A 7
700 61. q6e,4 54. 6 10. 09 .









































































V( DP/DtI V(DP/iV) (nv/r)l /v
V T P









































































































































TIIrRmnnYNAMIC PRnPeRTIES nr NITPrlGFN
400oo0 PqIA InnBAD
TEM4 PP ATURP OFNSITY VI ml/DV)
p
nFG. R LH/CU FT RTtl/Lr
*207.24S 62. 24"6 6. '4
7'0 6'..16q51 I29.19
?! '. A? eta4? ! 4 .')
220 61. .3,46 603.4fn
2'5 61.700I3 5°4. 73
?30 61. 51720 86. 77
235 61. 35q47 580.63
240 61. 1n030 875.68
245 60. on'32 571.70
2'0 60. 81314 568.81
260 60.415 ' 0 564.06
270 60.0;0o8 561.89
2RO 59.66?54 560.56
20O 5. 2734 8 560.60
,00 58. R88s5 5,61.44
320 88. 11IQ4 564.73
340 57. 70R0 569.26
360 56.644qR 574.36
390 55.04?210 579.64
400 55.2641 5 5R4.0o
470 54.609!5 590.07









650 48. 31038 640.13
700 47.165?4 650.n9
780 46.07074 667.15
800 4 5. 04 A! 7 674.03











































































































































* INOICATES TWO PHASE BOUNDARY
ZZ3










2?0 6. 737'6 676.3o'







270 61. 11401 609.35
280 60. 75 ,4 606.21
290 60.39312 604.59
300 60.029n7 604.12




















































































































THERMtlnYNAMIC PRNPFRTIFS nF NITRCFrN
&0000 PSIA IS01h3e
IFMPFRA.TURr DFNSITV V(D)H/ VI V( nP/oUI
P V
OFG. P LRn/U rT RTUi/L8 PSIA-CtI FT/RTII
*211.515 63.9RA'4 807.15 9.962
235 63. 04n8 7Q3.?4 10. O.i?
74 0 6%. (l4 . 7rrt.iw 10.152
245 6. 65750 761."3 10.226
250 63. 52S2 74.o7 10.276
260 63. 74043 731.11 10.3'2
770 67?. 51l6 717. 0 10. 15
0qo 62.6 '.42 707.57 10.270
290 62. 44!6 700.60 10.200
300 62.0 606 6n5.99 10.111
320 61.38328 690.07 9.901
340 60.73724 690.32 9.672
360 60.0Oo2? 692.1l 9.442
380 59.474?7 695.93 9.213
400 59.864'0 700.50 0.005
420 58.27030 705.;9 8.R95
440 57.694!6 710.04 8.61A
460 57.135'0 716.37 8.444
490 56.59139 721.79 8.21q
500 56.06?04 727.14 8.120
520 55.55051 732.39 7.9?7
540 , 5.05075 737.53 7.853
560 54. 5645 742.55 7.727
590 54.09o02 747.55 7.609
600 53.62557 752.45 7.405
650 52.51253 764.54 7.234
700 51.45786 776.62 6.999
750 50.45464 789.05 6.742
800 49.49738 801.69 6.550
8K0 48.55166 814.98 6.390
900 47.703A7 828.85 6.210
950 46.86102 843.44 6.038
1000 46.050K8 858.64 5.874
1100 44.51-48 890.92 5.566
1200 43.00314 025.43 5.295
1300 41.76305 961.80 5.029
1400 40.51]56 009.64 4.706
1500 39.35195 1039.62 4.595

















































































THEPMOnYNAMIC PRnPFRTIFS OF NITROGEN
70000 PSIA YsnnAR
TEMPFRATUPF DENSITY V(ln/nv) V( DP/oDUl v(n/nv) l· (V/OT /V
p V T P
nEG. R LR/CU rT nTU/t.R PSIA-CU FT/PTU PSIA DEG. R
0246.626 65. 02l6 035.01 9. 358 -503067.55 0.0003064
250 64. 05539 918.54 n.45' -405040.72 0.0003180
260 64.73,84 879. S 0.657 -477981.37 0.0003492
270 64.80402 8-0.75 0.7An -453333.57 0.0003760
?50 64.?q447 8?q.40 9.P43 -435871.0 0.0003)86
200 6.90q-A7 81'.31 9.R6? -4'0370.03 0.0034173
300 63.77116 801.16 9.350 -406610.Q1 0.0004325
320 63. 15784 785.30 9.761 -353508.76 0.0004536
340 62.576hS 777.12 O.621 -365101.61 0.0004647
360 61.9Q764 773.89 9.455 -350708.47 0.0004687
380 61.41e45 773.60 0.2q0 -337917.48 0.0004677
400 60.84997 776.05 9.104 -327749.42 0.0004634
4?0 60.20214 77Q.56 8.932 -3l8608.09 0.0004573
440 59.74753 733.05 8.757 -310739.50 0.0004500
460 5o.21z79 78i.97 8.60? -3036s5.54 0.0004422
480 5R.70nn0 704.0o 8.'.60 -297264.25 0. n01343
500 58.10696 79q.'46 8.31q -201344.28 0.0004265
520 57.70691 804.80 8. 16 -285830.59 0.0004190
540 57. 2n53 810.32 P.00 -280653.76 0.0004119
560 56.76411 815.72 7.941 -275762.47 0.0004C40
580 56.31000 821.07 7.829 -271118.?8 0.0003984
600 55.86657 826.38 7.720 -266691.90 0.0003123
650 54.B00q8 839.50 7.471 -256441.27 0.0003784
700 53.7q038 852.55 7.244 -247174.87 0.0003664
750 52.92q10 865.73 7.035 -238738.55 0.0003550
80n 51.00Q74 879.22 6.839 -231024.40 0.0003465
8S0 51.07793 8&3.18 6.654 -223949.36 0.0003382
900 50.1P215 907.68 6.477 -217445.23 0.0003305
950 49.36847 922.79 6.309 -211453.76 0.0001335
1000 4P.59446 938.51 6.145 -205024.07 0.0003169
1100 47.0q746 971.75 5.838 -196075.16 0.0003050
1200 45.70772 1007i.18 ,.55 -187504.64 0.0002942
1300 44.40481 1044.45 5.295 -18024Q.06 0.0002843
1400 43.10n23 1083.70 5.056 -173817.13 0.0002751
1500 42.026q5 .1123.08 4.839 -168169.75 0.0002665
* INDICATES TWO PHASE BnUNDARY
#'26
TIIFRM'IYNAMIC PRnPrRTIES OF tNlTO0GEN
90000 PSIA I1nSAq
TFPrQATtlJRF nENSITY V(I l/nVI V(MP/O0u) V(OPlnV) (OV/nT) /V
P V T P
DFG. R It /CtJ rT BTt/Lhn PSIA-ClU FT/OTU PSIA [EG. R
*261.03A 65.Q R8q3 1074.07 8.774 -558771.75 0.0002662
270 65.82357 1024.10 0.024 -537540.61 o0.000220
290 6.623115 9A2.54 9.21Q -516137.46 0.0003173
290 65.40786 OI1.09 9.34q -4Q6939.19 0.000o393
'00 6f.180314 926.0q o.40o -470744.26 0.0003q80
320 64.608'0 893.65 9.4q7 -4S0591.35 0.0001966
340 64.18414 873.'Q 9.455 -427176.°9 0.0004051
360 63.65s9q 861.07 9.173 -4082754.73 0.n004157
380 63.12909 855.98 9.260 -392767.21 0.0004204
400 62.59oPn 883.79 9.131 -379888.n1 0.0004208
420 62.07572 854.2! 8.905 -368982.60 0.0004184
440 61.56083 856.41 8.853 -359573.08 0.0004140
460 61.05651 q59.P2 8.7?3 -'51304.97 0.0004085
40R 60.S6343 864.04 R.591 -343916.49 0.0004023
500 60.09114 86P.78 8.465 -337214.86 0.0003959
520 54.61701 873.87 8.343 -331058.01 0.0003394
540 59.15139 870.17 8.2-7 -325340.78 0.0003930
560 58.70571 884.59 8.116 -3199R4.05 0.0003768
580 58.26850 890.07 8.009 -314931.83 0.0003708
600 57.84130 89s.58 7.909 -310137.05 0.0003651
680 56.81l95 909.41 7.673 -299075.86 0.0003521



































































T11ER PMnYNAMI C PRnPEPTIFS nF NITROGFN
O0onf PSlA ISf)RR
TEMPFPATURE nFNSITY V( OII/PVi V((P/nU) V( DO/DV (nv/nr) /V
P V P
DFr'. R LA/CrU rT iTU/tB OSIA-CU FT/TULI PSIA DEG. R
*274.835 66. P418 1224.14 8.227 -613903.70 0.0002326
280 66.81151 1186.16 8i.39 -601155.61 0.0002461
?90 6 6.63!05 1127.61 8.662 -57R?95.00 0.0007700
300 66.45229 I0O3.?5 s8.84 -5575P3.00 0.0002011
3?0 66.04293 1022.29 s.0q6 -22018.17 0.00032527
340 65. 5'Q79 o84.13 9. 1P3 -493140.68 0.0003497
360 65. 12R30 990,qR 9.1q -4690633.27 0.0001662
3qo 6h4.64671 944.99 q.160 -450378.26 0.0003762
400 64.159q4 936.22 9.q99 -434446.32 0.On04812
420 63.66a07 031.78 8.Q 8 -4710R9.84 0.0003926
440 63.18514 930.38 8.807 -409722.07 0.00038[4
460 62.70669 931.13 8.739 -399990.50 0.0003784
4 -to 62.23634 Q?3.41 8.690 -391250.21 0.0003743
500 61.77510 936.77 8.S71 -383540.12 0.0003695
570 61.32347 940.qq 8.464 -376563.27 0.0003S42
540 60. R163 965.5'. 8.359 -370171.13 0.0001589
560 60.44051 950.53 9.2538 -364251.52 0.0003534
580 60.026?1 955.79 8.160 -359719.40 0.0003481
600 59.61353 961.23 8.065 -353509.98 0.0003430
6O0 5R.61[03 975.23 7.841 -341099.46 0.0003309
700 57.67207 989.70 7.634V -330906.78 0.0003201
750 - 56.77006 1004.42 7.440 -321145.43 0.0003106
OO0 55.907!3 1019.46 7.256 -312145.99 0.0003022
850 55.07916 1034.90 7.080 , -303799.73 0.0002947
900 54.28273 1090.92 6.911 -2960?0.59 0.0002980
950 53.51409 1067.27 6.748 -298780.92 0.0002819
1000 52.77356 1084.?6 6.590 -282004.08 0.0002763
1100 51.36!96 1119.89 6.2S8 -269715.25 0.0002662
1200 50.03522 1157.52 6.005 -259F99.65 0.0002574
1300 48.78370 1196.R6 5.742 -249337.71 0.0002493
1400 47.60023 1237.58 5.499 -240851.00 0.0002420
1500 46.47846 1279.35 5.275 -233285.44 0.0002351
5 INDICATES TWn PHAS 80UNOIARY
228
JZ 2




v (fP/OU) V( nP/oV) (f'VlnT! /V
V r P
nFG. R LB/CU FT BTU11L/ PSIA-CU FT/lTU
*2 q.106 67.74Q78 1385.49 7.721
270 67.722?8 1367.31 7.7o3
300 67.574?6 1287.18 8.11o
320 67.23593 l180.72 8.557
340 66.n5444 1114.15 8.805
360 66.441q9 1071.7'9 R.oQ3
380 66.n0025 1043.88 8.9R3
400 65. 6176 1025.7 S.903O
420 65. 10O1 1014.31 8.943
440 64.6S94R 1007.66 8.884
460 64.20'35 1004.45 8.811
480 63.75473 1003.73 8.729
500 63.31340 1004.92 %.642
520 62.R7944 1007.24 8.55?2
540 62.45347 1010.63 9.462
560 62.03590 1014.73 8.373
590 61.62A49 1010.36 8.2P4
600 61.72549 1024.37 8.199
650 60.25'Q5 1039.01 7.910
700 59.33699 1052.60 7.79%
70 5S.457o9 1067.78 7.607
800 57.61654 1083.44 7.430
850 56.80q79 1009.57 7.259
o00 56.03143 1116.21 7.094
950 55.28168 1133.37 6.934
1000 54.55719 1151.07 6.779
1100 53.17637 1188.03 6.479
1200 51.87637 1276.92 6.199
1300 50.64780 1267.43 5.935
1400 49.49341 1300.23 5.690
1500 48.37740 1352.02 5.464
* INDICATFS TWO PHASE BOUNDARY





























































THFPMnOYNAMIC PPnPERTIES tF NITR1GF.EN
110000 PSIA 1 SnAn
TFMPCRATWtRF
DEG. P
nEN SITY V( ns/(V I v(nP/nu V( P/DVI
P V 1




*300.90R 68. 67h3 15f8.74 7.253 -722?91.49 0.0001 01




































































































































































THEPMIlDYNAMIC PRnPFRTIF OFr NlTR!CGFN
120000 PSIA TISnn0
TF' PFR ATtlR F DENSITY V(nr)Hi/nv
DFc. R LB/CU rT RTU/LR
V(OP/nOU V(nP/nV) (PV/nT) /V
V T P
lSIA-C.U FT/BTU PSIA PEG. R
*e 113. 2l 6O. 3R339 1744. 1 6.810 -776000.47 0.0001593
































































































































































* INDICATES TWO PHASE BOUNDARY
Z31
































nFNSITY viMlH/DV) V(OP/nU) I V(DP/DVI
P V T




70.0 n15q 145.31 6.413 -R29079.15 0.0001413



































































































































* INDICATFS Twn PHASe BOUNDARY
232
: ,
TIIEPMnnYNAMIC PROprRTIFS nr NITRnGEN
140no0 PSi rISnnAR
TEMPEPATUIRF OFNS TY Vl Dlt/DV) V(DP/nuI
: p V
nrG. R LB/CUI FT BTU/tI. PSIA-CU FT/RTlU
*-%6.050 70.795q0 ?161.61 6.n33
340 70.76R19 2098.16 6.1I1
360 70. 560?0 1807.20 6.969
3RO 70. 11 q 167.?9 7.51R
400 70.03107 1515.48 7.093
420 60.724%? 1430.07 8.15q
440 69.RQ7"q 1'39'.3 8.340
460 6o.0n603 1347.40 8.461
480 68.706n3 1320.11 A.'9s
00 69.34552 !300.70 8.550
520 67.90926 12P7.14 8.597
540 67.6?A88 1278.00 8.595
560 67.76558 1272.26 8.578
580 66. o072 1260.15 8. 51
600 66.55172 1268.10 8.515
650 65.68102 1271.Q2 P.401
700 64.q4070 1281.72 8.265
750 64.01076 12o5.14 8.126
800 63.2519 1310.q9 7.aqO
850 6?.50180 1328.23 7.832
900 61.77893o 1346.76 7.654
950 61.07954 1366.22 7.53e
100oon0 0.40378 1396.45 7.302
1100 59.11166 1478.78 7.107
!200 57.89170 1473.05 6.834
1300 56.73428 1518.74 6.573
1400 55.63237 1565.43 6.327
1500 .54.58044 1612.77 6.098
































































THfPMHOOYNAMIC PROPFrTFtS nF NITROGfN
.In0oo0N PSIA IsnAR
TF r PU PATIP F nENSITY V(Dtl/CV) V(OP/tl I V(DP/OV) (DV/DT) /V
P V T P
OF . R t R/CU FT TtIJ/1t. SlA-CiJ FT/RTU PSIA DEG. R
*348.300 71.484'0 23r.901 5.673 -913373.76 0.0001117
360 71.38302 7139.q7 6h.2' -902552.12 0.0001303
380 71.17640 1864.60 6.Q46 -855630.25 0.0001892
400 70. q341 l60, .?7 7.4S5 -R15277.01 0.0001816
4?0 70. 66'2 15A5.17 7.P8'0 -700645.77 0.0007?03
440 70.160'4 150P.3t 8.012 -750q45.49 0.00(2161
460 70.0 56o7 1453.81 8.267 -725453.54 0.0002281
480 69.73145 1414.43 8.135 -703523.44 0.0002372
500 60.30950 1385.RA 8.481 -684587.41 0.0002438
520 60.05564 1365.26 8.534 -668154.P5 0.000?484
540 68.711?3 1350.59 9.561 -653907.47 0.0002S13
560 68.36- 0 1340.45 8.569 -641192.69 0.0002529
Sn0 6n.02008 133'.q4 8.563 -630015.87 0.0002535
600 67.676,26 1320.97 8.544 -62003?.50 0.0002532
650 66. 8241 132N.90 8.464 -'oQ057.50 0.0002501
700 66.00699 1335.93 . 8.353 -582095.63 0.0002450
750 65.21242 1347.74 8.226 -567721.33 0.0002393
800 64.44613 1362.72 8.090 -555114.73 0.0002-335
850 63.70712 1379.87 7.949 -543743.76 0.0002279
Q00 6?.9Q374 1398.44 7.807 -533283.22 0.0002226
950 62.30418 1418.?1 7.664 -523526.P7 0.0002177
1000 61.63667 1438.89 7.522 -514341.02 0.0002132
1.100 60.36124 1482.38 7.241 -497352.98 0.0002052
1200 59.15604 1527.05 6.960 -481884.72 0.0001983
1300 58.01711 15'4.96 6.709 . -467701.47 0.0001Q23
1400 56.92243 1622.0°4 6.464 -454652.23 0.0001870
1500 55.88149 1671.50 6.234 -442623.62 0.0001822
234
